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Italian Club G ets
First Charter
Cesarina Miceli
Staff Writer

The Italian-American organiza
tion (Amici) received its first char
ter at last Wednesday’s SGA meet
ing.
SGA Legislator Drew Stevens
wrote the bill for the organization’s
charter as a Class III organization.
Amici’s executive board was
voluntarily elected. Freshman
Pietro Leone was chosen as presi-

“The main goal for
Amici is to gain the
attention of all those
who have interest in
Italian Culture.”
Pietro Leone
Amici President

-
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Freshman Alpha Lambda Delta
■

■

dent. Junior Giovanna Di Berto
and sophomore Jeff Vigilante were
both elected as vice-president.
Sophomore Josephine Tucci was
chosen as treasurer, and sophomore
Melissa Defeo was elected secre
tary.
According to Leone, the word
Amici means “friends” in Italian.
Encouraging everyone to join,
the organization is not limited to
Italian-Americans.
Class III organizations of the
SGA are responsible for duties such
as holding monthly meetings, turn
ing in the minutes of those meet
ings, and abiding by the regula
tions of operation.
Class III organizations are
also encouraged to fundraise and
request funds from the SGA for
specific events.
To gather more support, Amici
Steve Miller I The Montdarion
w ill sponsor events celebrating
The Alpha Lambda Delta Executive Council celebrates its first annual installation ceremony Wednesday. (IItalian festivals and holidays with r): M arrisa Walvick (Historian), Elizabeth Frank (Secretary), Kelly Rice (Editor), Constantino Lambroussis
(President), Alison E . Roman (Vice President), and Crissy Santos (Treasurer).
S E E “C H A R T ER ” ON PG. 3

MSU Fa ce s Academ ic Policy Changes
Lillian M. Aleman
M anaging Editor

In order for an MSU student to
remain off of academic probation,
they w ill now have to maintain a
cumulative GPA of 2.0.
Effective fall 2004, MSU admin
istration w ill also put into affect
changes regarding the withdrawal
and incomplete course policies.
Currently, depending on a stu
dent’s major, the minimum cumu
lative GPA they must maintain
ranges from a 1.7 and above. If

a student were to go below that
standard, they would be placed on
academic probation for a semester.
The University decided to institute
the new cumulative 2.0 so that
the minimum GPA could remain
consistent through the board, and
according to the Vice President of
Student Development and Campus
Life, Karen Pennington, many
other universities in NJ do the
same.
Another reason MSU has raised
the minimum GPA for all students
was because “if you allow a stu

Pennington, a junior and senior sion.
who has retained the minimum
A student who is readmitted
GPA currently instilled has more from academic suspension must
of a difficult time increasing their earn at least a 2.0 semester GPA
GPA because they’ve accumulated their first semester back on campus
most of their required classes.
Karen Pennington
or the student w ill be academically
Vice President o f Student Development
“I hope students recognize that dismissed.
and Campus Life
a 2.0 GPA is more consistent with
Other changes that w ill take
a higher education. To linger at effect in the fall w ill be the withdraw
less than a 2.0 doesn’t do more for and incomplete policies. Currently,
them. This is what makes us stron students can withdrawal from a
ger,” said Pennington.
class up until the eighth-week of
dent to accumulate grades at a
A student who fails to maintain class.
lower standard, it becomes more a cumulative GPA of 2.0 (after a
But because a student might not
difficult to raise their GPA later...” probationary period) is automati know their standing for a class
said Pennington. According to cally placed on academic suspen

“This is what makes
us stronger.”

S E E “P O L IC Y " ON PG. 3

MSU M arks Tenth Anniversary Statu s
Statistics in 2004 Show Increase in Student and Faculty Population Since Becoming a University in 1994
MSU celebrated its tenth year
of having a university status last
month.
After changing status from a
college to a university on April 27,
1994, the event has taken a place
in MSU’s history and provides
a foundation for the university’s
future.
Since gaining university status,
MSU has become Neww Jersey’s
second largest and fastest growing
university.

Feature: 6

The physical appearance of the
campus has changed with new
buildings providing the space to
accommodate a growing population
and expansion of programs.
In 1994, MSU had 424 full-time
faculty, and 13,000 students were
enrolled. Approximately 2,000 stu
dents were residents.
8,896 undergraduated enrolled
in the Spring of 1993. *
62.1 percent were female, and
37.9 percent were male.
Several insitutional degrees that
were offered then included Bachelor

.Arts and Entertainment: 11

of Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, and
Bachelor of Science.
Today, more than 15,000 stu
dents are enrolled at MSU with
3,100 of them being residents.
In addition, there are 472 full
time faculty.
Along with the degrees that
were offered since 1994, Master
of Fine Arts, Doctor of Education
and Doctor of Environmental
Management are now offered in
2004.
As of this spring, 10,664 under
graduates are enrolled.

Opinion: 17

62 percent are female, and 32
percent are male.
Nearly 2,500 students made up
the class of 1994.
They were the first to receive
degrees from MSU and the first of
the state colleges to attain univer
sity status.
Former MSU President Irvin D.
Reid and then-governor Christine
Todd Whitman delivered the com
mencement address.
Today, Governer James E.
McGreevey heads the Garden State
and Susan A. Cole, the University’s

eighth president, have led Montclair
State for nearly six years.
Guiding the university to its cen
tennial in 2008, Cole spearheaded
efforts for the development of a plan
outlining the MSU’s growth and
development in programs and facili
ties.
The plan was approved by the
University’s Board of Trustees in
2002 and serves as a roadmap for
Montclair State’s future.

ClassifledSîÎ2
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The Police
Report:
Assaults and Harassments
Big on Campus
4/19/04 - An officer patrolling lot 45
found a male lying between two parked
cars. The Little Falls EMS unit responded
to the scene. The non-student male was
transported to Police Headquarters,
evaluated, refused medical transport and
released to his father.
4/19/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded
to the outside of the music building on a
report of a male who had tripped and hit
his head. The victim was treated at the
scene for a cut on his head and refused
medical transport to the hospital.
4/20/04 - Officers responded to lot 21 on
a report of a male wearing only white
sheets running towards Blanton Hall. This
was determined to be a rehearsal for a
campus activity.
4/20/04 - A female MSU student respond
ed to Police Headquarters to report losing
her license plate from her vehicle. The
victim noticed the plate missing when she
parked her car in the lot across from Basie
Hall.
4/20/04 - Officers and the Little Falls Fire
Department responded to lot 30 on a
report of a gas leak. PSE&G was contact
ed and responded to the scene.
4/20/04 - A female MSU employee
responded to Police Headquarters to
report losing a diamond ring somewhere
outside of the Physical Plant building.
4/21/04 - The MSU EMS unit responded to
the Panzer Gym on a report of male who
had injured his right ankle. The victim
was evaluated at the scene and refused
medical transport to the hospital.
4/22/04 - Officers responded to Basie Hall
on a report of people stuck in the eleva
tor. The Fire Marshall and a repairer from
the Schindler Elevator Company respond
ed to the scene and released the victims.
4/17/04 - Antonio Williams, 19-Asbury
Park, NJ; Jacqueline S. Bishop, 20
- Monroe Twp, NJ; Rebecca H. Moore, 19
- Hightstown, NJ; Courtney A. Raspantini,
20 - Toms River, NJ; Alexis A. Concepcion,
19 - Woodbridge, NJ all were charged
with underaged drinking. They are
awaiting a court date in the Little Falls
Municipal Court.
4/17/04 - A vehicle belonging to a male
MSU student was broken into while
parked in lot 22. Nothing appeared to be
missing. The wires to the heating/air con
ditioning unit were tampered with.
4/17/04 - Douglas E. Fletcher, 50 - Upper
Montclair, NJ; was charged with driving
while intoxicated, released R.O.R. wait
ing a court date in the Clifton Municipal
Court.
4/19/04 - Two male employees of .
Sodexho, Dale E. Foat, 36 - East Orange,
NJ; Thomas Kiernan, 52 - Elizabeth, NJ;
signed cross complaints against one
another for assault. The case will be
heard in the Little Falls Municipal

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.
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MSU Campus Calendar
Sunday,

“Price is Right” ; 3:30 p.m.

April 25

Step/Stroll competition; 8 p.m.

Players: Violet - A New Musical,
8 p.m.____________

Montdarion Budget
approved

Spring^W eekfi^

MONDAY, APRIL 26

THURSDAY, APRIL 29

Spring Week: Chocolate Party!
4- 7 p.m.

Spring Week: Race Symposium;

12p.m. - 8 p.m.

Spring Week: Texas Hold ‘Em
Tournament; 7 p.m.

MSA: Dinner/Forum;
5 p.m.
C1C/WMSC: Hip Hop Concert;
7 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 27
Phi Beta Sigma: Credit Card
Workshop; 7 p.m.

C1C Budget approved
Heather Lynne Uptegrove
approved as Attorney
General for 2004-05
Legislative Session Closed
for Spring 2004

OSAU: Paul Robeson Dinner;
7 p.m.

Lamda Theta Alpha: Open Mic
Night

Music: MSU Synphonic Band and
Wind Symphony;
8 p.m.

Spring Week: Battle of the
Bands; 7:30 p.m.

Spring Week: Mega Coffee House;
8 p.m.
__________________

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28

FRIDAY 30

Muslim World Series; 12 p.m.

Spring Week: Inflätables; 12
p.m.- 4 p.m.

Music: Student recital chamber
ensembles
SGA student legislaturer session;

Spring Week: BBQ;
1 p.m. -4 p.m.

AD Rates
On-campus

Full Page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $63.00
Eighth Page — $32.00
Off-campus

Full Page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds

Up to 30 words — $10.00
Call 973-655-5237
For More Information
Advertising Policy
The M o ntd ario n w ill not
print advance fo r th e political
view points and opinions o f
a specific group, o r ads w ith
excessive nudity o r w ith
excessive depictions o f violence,
according to local standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to subm it
advertisem ents to The
M on td a rion is th e M onday
o f th e w e e k o f publication.

Corrections
The Montdarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.

Billing
The Montdarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the following
Monday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the
insertion date, after which a 15 per
cent finance charge is levied. After
sixty (60) days, accounts are referred
to an outside collection.

C O M PILED B Y S H A U N A FO STER

ESSEX — Essex County is hir
ing a troubleshooter to run the
new $416 million county jail that
has been plagued with every
thing from plumbing problems
to a “blue flu” among corrections
officers.
Scott Faunce, a retired dep
uty commissioner of the state
Department of Corrections,
known for parachuting into
crisis situations for the state
in the late 1990s and turning
jails around, w ill now oversee
the new Essex County facility,
county officials said yesterday.
Information
from
Our

Advertisers Faunce replaces
Cleophas Simpson as director
of Essex County corrections, a
position Simpson held in an act
ing capacity. Simpson is now the
deputy director, and Keith Ali
w ill remain the jail’s warden.
NUTLEY — After the final bell
rang yesterday at Nutley High
School, a group of students gath
ered in the auditorium.
None of them spoke.
After a few minutes, they
formed a circle. And on the count
of three, as a group, they yelled
the one phrase they had been

National News
TAMPA, FLORIDA— Jennifer
Porter is charged with leav
ing the scene of a fatal crash,
and has posted a $7,500 bond,
according to a booking officer at
the Orient Road jail.
The charge is a second-degree
felony.
Porter was permitted to turn
herself in Wednesday morn
ing accompanied by her attor
ney. Authorities said Durantae
Caldwell, 3, and Bryant Wilkins,
13, were killed as they, a sister

CALDWELL— Police are ask
ing for the public’s help in iden
tifying the man who has robbed
two businesses in the last two
weeks.

Both times the man fled the
scene of the robberies on a red
bicycle. The most recent robbery
occurred at Joe’s Pizzeria on
Friday at 4:20 p.m. when a man
stole money from a cash register
while an employee’s back was
turned, police said.
That robber matched the
description of a man who also
robbed a car wash in Caldwell on
April 5. The two businesses that
were robbed are within blocks of
each other on Bloomfield Avenue.
The man police are looking for is
described as a Hispanic man,
5-foot-7 with brown hair.

The new law is expected to go
into effect sometime in the next
six weeks, as is a sim ilar Los
Angeles ban.
Together, the ordinances
form a 13-mile span of beaches
where smokers w ill be prohib
ited from lighting up cigarettes,
pipes and cigars.
The bans represent a
recent trend among Southern
California coastal communities.
Santa Monica’s ordinance slaps
violators with a $250 fine.

TEXAS — Harriette Kelton
was arrested last week after
officers stopped her for having
an expired registration and
inspection sticker and real
ized there was a warrant for
her arrest for failing to pay a
traffic ticket. Kelton, a former
schoolteacher who has lived in
the Dallas suburb for decades,
was in police custody for about
two hours before her attorney
arrived and she was released on
her own recognizance.

holding in all day: “Shut up.”
Immediately, their chatter filled
the room.
The demonstration marked
the end of the school’s third
annual “Day of Silence,” an
event that gives students an
opportunity to silently protest
harassment and discrimination
against their gay, bisexual and
transgender peers.

C O M P ILED B Y S H A U N A FO STER

and another brother were cross
ing the street at night after leav
ing a neighborhood community
center.
W itnesses said the car that
struck the children did not stop.
SANTA MONICA, CA — The
City Council gave final approval
Tuesday to a smoking ban on the
sand, at bus stops and on much
of the city’s historic wooden pier,
a measure that Mayor Richard
Bloom has promised to sign.

International News
M ADRID, SPA IN A M oroccan m an sought
in connection w ith the
M arch train bom bings in
M adrid h as been indicted
on charges o f h elp in g plan
th e Sept. 11, 2001 attack s
on th e U n ited S ta tes, a
S panish court official told
CNN.
N ation al C ourt Judge
B altasar G arzon expanded
a previous in d ictm en t
from Septem ber 2003 th a t
charged A m er A zizi w ith
involvem ent in th e al Q aeda
terrorist netw ork.

SGA 2004-05 Budget
approved

Players: cabaret night; 7 p.m.

DANCEWORKS 2004 2-4 p.m.

Local News

SGA Notes

C O M PILED B Y S H A U N A FOS

The expanded indictm ent
accuses him o f h elp in g plot
th e U .S. attack s, including
h elp in g plan a July. 2001
m eetin g w ith organizers of
th e attack s, S p an ish m edia
reported. A zizi h a s not
been charged w ith involve
m ent in th e M adrid train
bom bings, but th e Interior
M inistry released a photo of
him th is m onth callin g him
a su sp ect in th ose bom b
ings.
The court official told
C NN th a t A zizi m ay have
been “m ore involved” in th e
Sept. 11 attack s

than Im ad E ddin B arakat
Y arkas, w ho w as arrested
in Nov. 2001 for alleged al
Q aeda involvem ent and
w as ind icted in Sept. 2003.
G arzon h a s accused A zizi of
m u ltip le counts o f m urder
—“a s m any d eath s and inju
ries as w ere com m itted” on
Sept. 11. “T he indictm ent
w as based on inform ation
provided by au th orities in
B ritain , Turkey and th e
U n ited S ta tes,” G arzon said.
A zizi provided lodging for
people who attended th e
Ju ly 2001 m eetin g in th e
Tarragona region of Spain

and acted as a courier, p a ss
in g on m essages betw een
p lotters, Garzon said in th e
indictm ent, AP reports.

Courtesy of cnn.com
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CHARTER
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

other campus organizations. They have
formed bonds with Seton Hall University’s
Italian Student Union to collaborate on cul
tural events. “The main goal for Amici is to
gain the attention of all those who have an
interest in Italian culture,” said Leone.
Gina M. Miele, Director of M SUs Joseph
and Elda Coccia Institute, has offered her
support to the organization by becoming
Amici’s advisor. “Student members of Amici
have a voice on the Coccia Institute Board,
are instrumental in creating specialized pro
gramming for students, and w ill ultimately
assist in the development of a state-wide
symposium for Italian-American student
groups from a myriad of universities and
colleges,” she said.
To increase their .yearly budget, Amici
w ill organize fundraisers. Moreover, the
Coccia Institute offers financial assistance
to the organization through annual grants,

and co-sponsoring events regularly.
Leone said, “The Coccia Institute is the
backbone for Amici, and we plan to grow
into a Class II organization.”
Amici is similar to MSU’s pre-existing IASO
(Italian American Student Organization) in
that most organizations have the same con
stitutional format.
The IASO’s charter expired approxi
mately five years ago. “The organization
may have failed for a number of reasons
including inefficient members or defunct
leadership,” said SGA President Jacob V.
Hudnut.
Hudnut welcomed Amici to the SGA.
He said, “I have had nothing but a positive
experience with the organization’s leader
ship and advisors to daté. Equally, I wish
them all the best of luck and offer the SGA’s
continued support.”

POLICY
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

until after the midterm, which usually
occurs around the ninth week of classes,
MSU has changed that policy.
In the fall, students can with
draw from a class until the ninth week of
classes.
Due to this change, there w ill no longer
be a post-deadline withdraw.
But, in an extreme situation, students
can withdraw up to the last day of.
classes with a WP (Withdrew Passing) and
a WF (Withdrew Failing.)
The incomplete policy w ill change in
terms of the time a student has to complete
the required work needed to receive a grade

for a specific class.
Currently, the incomplete policy allows a
student to have up until the end of the very
next semester to complete work.
In September, a student w ill only have
six to seven weeks to finish the incomplete
work.
“It is not intended that you (the student)
should be able to take the course again.. .this
w ill help students succeed by giving them
more structure,” said Pennington.
More information on changes taking
effect in the fall semester can be found on
WESS as well as the new course catalog
books.

MSU Management
Salaries Increase
Ten Percent Inflation Totals Over $12 Million
Shauna Foster
N ew s Editor

Fall 2004 managerial salaries have rela
tively increased since last year.
According to a managerial salaries sum
mary provided by The Council of New Jersey
State College Locals, fall 2004 managerial
salaries have increased by 10.30 percent.
Salaries did not include bonuses or equity
adjustments.
This fall, 155 managerial salaries com
piled a total of $12,228,678.83.
In addition, 25 of the 155 salaries were
$ 100,000 and above.
16.13 percent were above $100,000.
Last fall, 144 salaries totaled
$11,086,762.64.
22 of the 144 salaries were $100,000 and
above. 15.28 percent were above $100,000.
Several of the salaries didn’t change,
such as Michael G. Jackson, A ssistant
Director of Procurement Services, who’s
salary remained $65,000.
Salaries that had a large percentage
increase included MSU President Susan
Cole’s salary, which totaled $209,000
in 2003. This year, it went to $221,000,
increasing 5.74 percent.
Harry P. Schuckel, Senior Vice President

of Administarion, received a salary of
$140,000 last fall, which has increased 5.71
percent this fall.
Richard A. Lynde, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, had a salary of $143,000
last year. This year, it increased 4.90 percent
to $150,000.
Steven Anderson Nash, Associate Director
of Gifted and Talented Youth Programs,
received a 36.78% salary increase, going
from $40,170 to $54,945.
Cynthia A. Lepre, A ssistant Vice
President for University Advancement, went
from a $86,539 salary last year to $91,000
this year.
One of the largest percentage increases
came from Nancy Hutchinson, Executive
Director of Development. With a 26.29 per
cent increase, Hutchinson’s salary went from
$63,345. to $80,000.
Other giant increases included Ricardo
Ortegon, Director of the Academic Learning
Center, who’s salary increased from $60,177
to $72,177.
Moreover, Patricia Ann Kahn, Manager
of Technology Training, received a salary
that went from $50,121 to $60,000.

Ben Stiller

Jack Black

Success didn't j
to his head,
it went to
hisneighboii

Price Includes: College Etad Debate $500**
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MSU Honors Award Winning Actor
“Joseph and Elda Coccia have set the
by two additional film s that constituted his
highest example of dedication to education
“New Jersey Trilogy.”
He continues to produce film s that address and community'involvement through thier
participation and leadership in numerous
philanthropic and educational organiza
tions,” the resolution reads.
The Coccias have been supporters of
UNICO National, Boys Town, Boys Club,
Catholic Community Services and West
Hudson Hospital, among others, while build
ing successful real estate and insurance
businesses.
The Coccias w ill recieve the degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa,
at the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences Graduation Convocation on May
15.
In other Board news, the following per
sonnel actions were approved: nine faculty
appointments, 15 professional/m anagerial staff appointments, 20 professional staff
significant social issues.
“Mr. Smith has contributed to the artistic reappointments, two leaves of absence with
legacy of New Jersey and has demonstrated out pay and professor emeritus status for
the value of hard work combined with an Leo McMenimen of Accounting, Law and
independent spirit in attaining success in an Taxation.
The Board also took action on room and
exceptionally competitive field,” the resolu
meal plan rates for fall 2004 and spring
tion reads.
*
Smith w ill receive a Doctor of Letters, 2005, the appointment of an external audit
honoris causa, at the School of the Arts ing firm and contract award authorization.
Graduation Convocation on May 14.
Joseph and Elda Coccia founded and
endowed Montclair State’s Joseph and Elda
Coccia Institute for the Italian Experience in
America.
The Institute’s mission includes both aca
C ourtesy o f Insight
demic and public outreach with a focus on
the historical and contemporary interplay
ment ceremony on May 21.
Smith is a filmmaker whose first work, of Italian and American culture and society,
“Clerks,” was highly acclaimed at the working in collaboration with other regional
Sundance Film Festival and was followed and national associations.

Actor Alec Baldwin, filmmaker Kevin
Smith, and Joseph and Elda Coccia, found
ers of the Joseph and Elda Coccia Institute
for the Italian Experience in America, will
receive honorary degrees from MSU.
The recipients were approved by the
Board of Trustees at its April 8 meeting.
Baldwin’s work has been recognized by
an Obie Award and nominations for Tony,
Emmy and Golden Globe awards.
“Alec Baldwin is a versatile and highly
regarded actor who is equally accomplished
in major roles on film, on television and in
the theater,” the resolution reads.
A graduate of New York University,
Baldwin “appreciates the education that pre
pared him to pursue with success a career
in the arts and to exercise the responsi
bilities of citizenship as a spokesperson for
numerous social, political and humanitarian
causes.”
Baldwin w ill receive the degree of Doctor
of Letters, honoris causa, at the commence-

“Smith is a filmmaker
whose first work, ‘Clerks/
was highly acclaimed
at the Sundance Film
Festival and was followed
by two additional films
that constituted his ‘New
Jersey Trilogy.”’

“Baldwin’s work has been
recognized by an Obie
Award and nominations
for Tony, Emmy and
Golden Globe Awards.”

w w w .them o ntclario n.o rg

Lacrosse
Player to Be
¡lustrateci
Senior women’s lacrosse standout Cathy
Homiek is among the “Faces in the Crowd”
in the April 12 issue of Sports Illustrated,
which features University of Connecticut
star Emeka Okafor on the cover.
Homiek earned the honor after estab
lishing a new National Collegiate Athletic
Association All-Divisions record for assists
March 22 in the Red Hawks’ 18-1 victory
over Wilkes University at Sprague Field.
Homiek became the new record holder
with 25:38 left in the game as she fed Nicole
LaRocca for the goal.
The assist was the 184th for Homiek,
who broke the previous mark of 183 set by
Maggie Murphy of Frostburg State (198992). The current Division III points and
assists leader, Homiek has 54 assists in
2004 to bring her career total to 213.
She also became the 29th player in
Division III history to surpass the 300point plateau as she had nine points against
Elizabethtown on April 9 in a 12-5 victory.
In that game, Homiek also scored her 100th
career goal.
Homiek is the fourth Red Hawk athlete
to be among “Faces” in the past 16 months.
She joins women’s soccer star Stephanie
Romanko (December, 2002), w restling
national champion Rami Ratel (April,
2003) and field hockey senior Sarah Levine
(October, 2003).

C ourtesy o f Insight

It's the second largest
state in America.
And every resident is
struggling to get out
it's bigger than Texas or New
York — but you won't find it
on any map. It's home to one
out of every six children in
America, each trapped within
its cruel boundaries. It's the
state of poverty in America.
And if you were poor, you'd
be home by now.

I I

1

America's forgotten state.
Catholic Campaign f « jg s
for Human Development
1 800 946-4243
-

-

www.povertyusa.org

CONFERENCE
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From the Rink to the Classroom and Back
Words of Wisdom From Those Who Have Tackled it All, On and Off the Ice
Alicia Feghhi
Staff Writer

t’s Game Time, the home, opener of
freshman year at Montclair State
University, bright and early at 8:30 a.m.
You cautiously take a seat in the class
room, and at face-off, the professor hands
out a pop quiz. The directions read: “Make
a team effort to answer the following ques
tions: Who will I be? Where will 1 be?”
It’s silent; not a pen scratching the paper.
At 9:45 the game is over. Your team
lost. Everyone’s mind drew a blank and
that’s how the questions were answered;
a huge gap on the test. At the next class
meeting, the professor hands back the tests

I

figure out who they are. In due time, they
morphed into confident graduates with a
degree, and now have respectable careers.
The
puck
doesn’t
stop
there.
These experts tell the story of how they
got to be where they are now and share their
words of wisdom that kept them going to
make themselves winners. They each have
a game plan of advice that will pump you
up so you can win the Stanley Cup. So put
your game face on because it’s Game Time!
Let’s m eet the All-Stars starting
line up: avid hockey fan since age seven
and broadcaster for Fox Sports New York,
Stan Fischler; former New Jersey Devils
hockey legend goalie and now broadcaster
for New Jersey Devils also under FSNY,

“ As a writer for his high school’s newspaper, Stan got
stuck with reporting about the soccer team because a
hockey team wasn’t established. He went to Brooklyn
College in 1954 and at Long Island University majored
in sociology...”
that all had big fat “F s”. You knew that
your future was going to have a bunch
of red “F s” for “failure” written all over it.
But you’re wrong. That “F” stands for “focus.”
Three “professors” who have been through
similar situations as college students started
out just like us. They went through the con
fusing time of being freshmen and trying to

Glenn “Chico” Resch; and retired three-time
Stanley Cup Champion, who is the first
Devil to play in New Jersey throughout
his 20 year career as #3, Ken Daneyko.
Freshmen Experience 101

Asked to describe Stan’s first year as a
college student, he summed it up in one word:

courtesy ot Grandstandsports.com

(left) Glenn ‘Chico’ Resch adorns a hockey card with his photograph and signature, (right)
Chico plays the field of Broadcasting with the same enthusiasm he played with on ice.

“Stunned.” He graduated from a small high
school and was “overwhelmed and lost.” On
the other hand, Chico replied: “Homesick.”
He was eighty m iles away from home
and hitchhiked for five long days. “Being
homesick is the hardest part,” he stated.
He did learn a valuable lesson, however.
“That taught me that when you go through
a period of difficulty, it will pass,” said Chico,
who added, “You can’t give in. Keep going.”

On the Job

As a writer for his high school’s newspa
per, Stan got stuck with reporting about the
soccer team because a hockey team wasn’t
established. He went to Brooklyn College in
1954 and at Long Island University majored
in Sociology as an undergraduate, getting his
masters in teaching. At New York University,
he took Journalism night courses on the
S E E “HO CKEY” ON P. 9

Health Beyond the College Curriculum
Adapting Your Workout Routines to Stay Fit For Your Post-College Career
James Carpentier

notable achievement and important step in
their fives. Some will pursue post-graduate
n a few weeks, there will be a spe studies, others will search for jobs in their
cial day at Montclair State University. field of interest, and the fortunate ones will
Commencement ceremonies w ill occur already have a job lined up. To help the
with several students graduating college - a MSU graduate be more mentally and physiahead, this
article will provide
a review of previ
ous health/fitnessrelated topics and
guidelines that have
appeared in The
Montclarion during
this semester. .These
“do” and “don’t”
tips will hopefully
serve as a healthfid
guide for graduates,
not only dining the
coming months, but
throughout ‘ their
fives.
Staff Writer

I

• Strive for
a
Balanced Lifestyle:
In each 24-hour day,
it is essential to bal
ance work, sleep,
and time for your
self (i.e. exercise,
listening to music,
taking a walk, din
ing with family or
friends, reading a
book, doing a hobby)
to minimize stress
Courtesy of Qvmagazine.com and keep healthy.
Every passing day should have you involved in some work-out routine. Ideally,
at least

seven or eight hours of sleep are required
within a 24-hour period to maintain peak
emotional and physical performance. Try to
balance the remaining 16 hours of your day
efficiently between work and recreation and
follow the “Four W s to Wellness” by getting
into the habit of drinking regularly as your
primary beverage; taking a brisk walk daily
for physical and emotional benefits; engaging
in a weight training program to build strong
bones and muscles; and consuming whole
some foods/beverages for optimal nutrition.

v a rio u s fr u its, v e g e ta b le s, p rotein
sources (dairy products, eg g s, m eat,
fish , n u ts, seed s, b ean s) and w hole
g ra in s (cerea ls, breads) and d rin k 
in g ad equate am ounts o f w ater for
h yd ration .
O ther b en eficia l bever
ages include black or green tea, m ilk,
and if you do have alcohol, choose red
w ine or beer w ith m eals (one glass a day
w ith m eals for heart and bone health).
Plant-based foods and beverages (fruits,
veggies; nuts, tea, coffee, w ine, beer) pro
vide plentiful vitam ins, m inerals, phyto
• Exercise Regularly/Eat Right: Try chem icals and antioxidants w hich slow
to incorporate som e typ e o f p h ysical aging and m ay prevent various illn ess
a ctiv ity each day - w hether it be a es including cancer and heart disease.
long w alk or jog on your lunch hour or Among sw eets, consum ing dark choco
before or after work, or a trip to the gym la te in m oderation has been touted for
to lift w eights. M ake regular exercise, its antioxidant properties (benefits the
especially w eight-bearing exercise part heart and enhances the im m une system ).
of your life to prevent osteoporosis, keep
energized, alleviate stress, be more alert • Water, Tea, Milk Are Top Beverage
and productive on the job, boost your Choices: Make water your primary bever-'
cardiovascular and im m une system , and age. As a heverage, it is most beneficial for
build stronger bones and m uscles - ju st the body - furnishing energy, preventing
som e of the m ultiple resu lts of exercise. dehydration, aiding in elimination of tox
B ut don’t overdo it! M oderate exercise ins, deterring constipation, promoting good
suffices w hile com pulsive exercise can be blood circulation, helping injuries heal and
destructive. E xcessive exercise overtaxes reducing inflammation. In solid form (ice),
the body and causes illn esses and injuries it reduces swelling and helps injuries heal
such as chronic join t problem s, strains when topically applied. _ Cool showers/baths
and sprains. Com pulsive exercise m ay boost energy and warm showers/baths are
also be a sign o f a psychological problem. relaxing. Next to water, tea is the most
N u trition also is n ecessary for opti popular beverage throughout the world and
m al health. Balanced nutrition does perhaps the healthiest drink. Studies show
not im ply follow ing the la test fad d iet regular consumption of black and green tea
or rely in g on perform ance-en hancing may prevent strokes, heart disease, cancer,
sp o rts or d ieta ry su p p lem en ts.
It and tooth decay, while also building strong
m ean s g e ttin g your n u trien ts from
S E E “HEALTH” ON P. 8
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The Search to Regain Your Passion
When It Seems Sex Has Lost Its Appeal and There is No Reason in Sight
Dear G.M.,
Lately, I’ve been questioning my sexual
ity. I have a boyfriend and have been
seeing him tor several months. I’m emo
tionally attracted to him, but I feel uncom
fortable when we get into sexual situa
tions. It’s not just him either. I've dated
other men, and I’ve been uncomfortable
with them as well. I don't know how to
change things. Do you think I have a
problem?
~K.D.~

This is not a problem w ith no end in
sight. Sexuality can som etim es be con
fusing, and if you
are questioning
yourself, you
s h o u ld n ’t
be
sorry.
T h e r e
are
m any
p o ssi
b ilities that exist in th is
situ ation . Perhaps you are
confronting in tern al issu es w ith 
in yourself instead of w ith other men.
ien.
If you aren’t .confident in yourself, then
you won’t feel comfortable being in a sexu
al settin g w ith a man. You have to under
stand there are m any factors to sexuality.
Body im age is huge. Think about the way
you feel when you think of yourself naked.
D oes it m ake you uncom fortable?
Do you have overw helm ing feelings

Jjx>e,£ust

of being overweight? Do you feel that
parts of your body are inadequate or
ju st unacceptable? If you’ve answered
yes to any of these questions, then this
may be the problem at hand. No one
can tell you your body is good enough
except yourself. Nobody is perfect.
We all have parts that w e feel uncom
fortable about, but you have to te ll
yourself th a t your minor flaw s are OK.
Do you hold your boyfriend’s bodily
im perfectio n s
a g a in st
him ?
Probably not, and chance s
are that he doesn’t hold
yours
ag a in st
you.
•
There are more
im portant things
than having a
Barbie doll fig
ure, and he
probably under
sta n d s
th a t.
Start slow ly in
term s o f sexu al encounters.
If
you
are
\
uncom fortable, talk
about your fe e l
ings w ith your boy
friend. Ask him to be patient.
If he really cares about you, then he’ll be
w illing to w ait things out for a little w hile,
but if th is is more about your body then
about not feeling comfortable enough w ith
him , m ost of the work is in your hands.

7

Dear G.M.,
My friend's stepmother is a very attrac
tive woman. Granted, she's about twenty
years older than I am, but age isn’t really
an issue between the two of us. For the
past seven months we've been conduct
ing an affair. I feel guilty for doing this
to my friend's father, but I don’t want to
stop my relationship, and I definitely don't
want my friend to find about this. How do
you think I should handle the situation?

For starters, extram arital affairs are
inappropriate terrain to be m illing around
in. You’re not only putting yourself in a com
promising position, but you’re also creating
a very compromising situation for your
friend and his or her father. Granted, the
woman you are conducting this sexual liai
son with is definitely accountable for much
of the blame in this situation, but as an adult
you are responsible for your own actions.
How would
you
feel if . your
friend
was
doing th is
to
you?
Would you think it was OK for your
parent’s spouse to sleeping with them?
You’d feel hurt and betrayed, and you
wouldn’t want to be in that situation.
Instead of just thinking about your own
feelings, think about his or hers as well.
If I were you, I would put an end to
this right now. You can’t erase the past,
but you can stop prolonging the situation.
If you' quit while you’re ahead, then

perhaps you can end this affair without
causing a m assive and explosive prob-

“ You are committed now,
so you have to think about
him, as well as yourself,
when making decisions.
If you feel it’s too much of
a sacrifice to change your
lifestyle, then maybe you
should think twice about
whether or not this is the
right choice for you. ”

lem. After all, this is more your m istress’s
problem than it is yours. She has to live
w ith the guilt of facing her husband every
day knowing that she’s cheating on him.
If she can liv e w ith h e r se lf and
her g u ilt, then you’re in th e clear. If
she can’t handle it, then you’ve got
more problem s in front o f you. You
tru ly have no one to blam e except
yourself, so you have to suck it up
and
a ccep t
th e
r e p e r c u ssio n s.

Questions to Ask Before the Break Up
How to Analyze the Pros and Cons of a Relationship Prior to Pulling the Plug On I t
C hris W ainm an
Staff Writer

e are q u ick ly ap p roach in g
th e end o f th e sp rin g se m e s
ter. N ow is a tim e w h ere
stu d e n ts are lo o k in g forw ard to th e
sum m er and lo o k in g ah ead to th e
upcom in g se m e ste r s. N ow is a lso a
good tim e to ta k e a good look a t your

W

w ith y o u r se lf over th e o th er p erso n ’s
v ir tu e s and sh o rtco m in g s. I in ste a d
recom m en d a d iffe r e n t ap p roach .
F ir st, p u t you r b oyfrien d or g ir l
frien d ou t o f you r m ind. N e x t, s it
dow n w ith a p en and p ap er and w rite
a lis t o f a ll th e q u a litie s you look for
in a p erso n . S p ecifica lly , w r ite dow n
w h a t you req u ire in a lo n g term
r e la tio n sh ip . O nce you a re d on e,
arran ge th em in to th r e e c a teg o ries.
T he fir st ca teg o ry co n ta in s th e q u a li
tie s th a t you are u n w illin g to be
fle x ib le ab ou t. T h ese are th e k in d o f
q u a litie s th a t are d ea l-b rea k ers for
you if th e y are m issin g in your sp e 
c ia l som eon e. T he n ex t ca teg o ry w ill
c o n ta in im p o r ta n t c h a r a c te r istic s
th a t you are w illin g to be som ew h at

too d iffic u lt to y o u , u se th e sam e
form at and w r ite dow n w h a t you do
n o t w a n t in a p erso n you are d a tin g .
N ow , le t ’s d isc u ss som e im p o rta n t
c h a r a c te r istic s to co n sid er p u ttin g
in you r lis t s . H ea lth y r e la tio n sh ip s
ty p ic a lly co n ta in good com m u n ica
tio n . T h is in c lu d e s fe e lin g com fort
a b le en ou gh to open up and p a tie n t
en o u g h to lis te n . T ru st, h o n esty , and
r e sp e c t are a lso e s s e n tia l. P a rtn ers
sh o u ld be a b le to ta k e r e sp o n sib il
ity for th e ir th o u g h ts, fe e lin g s, v a l
u es, and b eh a v io rs. T h ese sh o u ld a ll
be co n sid ered d ea l-b rea k ers by th e ir
a b sen ce in you r r e la tio n sh ip . T here
are a lso q u a litie s th a t h a v e no p la ce
in a good r e la tio n sh ip . P h y sic a l and
p sy ch o lo g ica l a b u se is n ev er a ccep t
Courtesy of Joeytaruc.tripod.com

A broken heart is often a result of choices
that we make.

Courtesy of Joeytaruc.tripod.com

Spend some time thinking about where you
go from your next relationship before giv
ing it up.

cu rren t r e la tio n sh ip and se e if it is
one you w ould lik e to co n tin u e. Som e
o f you w ho h a v e q u estio n ed w h eth er
or n o t you r sig n ific a n t o th er is th e
on e for you , h a v e p robably sa t dow n
and w r itte n up a lis t o f pros and
con s. I u rge you a g a in st th is ta c tic
b eca u se it m ak es i t too e a sy to argu e

“ Now, let’s discuss some important characteristics to
consider putting in your lists. Healthy relationships
typically contain good communication. This includes
feeling comfortable enough to open up and patient
enough to listen...”

sh o u ld be co n sid ered d ea l-b rea k ers by
th e ir p resen ce in you r r e la tio n sh ip .
A fter you h a v e you r lis t and h ave
co n sid ered a ll o f th e q u a litie s th a t
h a v e ju s t b een d isc u sse d , com pare
you r p a rtn er to th e lis t and se e how
h e /sh e sta c k s up. I f an y d ea l-b rea k 
ers are p r e se n t, you r r e la tio n sh ip
m ay be in serio u s jeop ard y. Sh ou ld
th is h ap p en , ta lk to som eon e you
fle x ib le ab ou t. T h ese are th e k ind a b le, no m a tter w h a t th e circu m  tr u s t a b o u t you r s itu a tio n . I f no
o f c h a r a c te r istic s th a t if th e y are sta n c e . T h is in c lu d e s sla p p in g , h a ir one is a v a ila b le to ta lk or you are
m issin g w ill in flu e n c e you r r e la tio n  p u llin g , v erb a l th r e a ts, and a ttem p ts fe e lin g overw h elm ed you r r e la tio n 
sh ip , b u t n o t en ou gh to be a m ajor a t in tim id a tio n . T h is a lso in clu d es sh ip , co u n selo rs are a lw a y s a v a il
problem . T he fin a l ca teg o ry c o n ta in s p u t dow ns, m ind g a m es, or th e “s ile n t a b le a t C o u n selin g and P sy ch o lo g ica l
th e r e st o f th e q u a litie s you h ave tr e a tm e n t.” U sin g je a lo u sy to con  S er v ic e s (C A PS). It is im p o rta n t to
w r itte n dow n. T h ese q u a litie s w ould tro l a p a rtn er is u n a ccep ta b le. A ny rem em ber th a t ev en a h e a lth y r e la 
be n ice to h a v e, b u t w on ’t in flu e n c e u n w an ted se x u a l co n ta ct is a clea r tio n sh ip m ay n ot be forever. B e yo u ’re
th e r e la tio n sh ip .e ith e r w ay if th e y sig n a l th a t th ere is a problem p res ca refu l n o t to fa ll in to th e tra p o f fe e l
are m issin g . I f th is e x e r c ise seem s en t in you r r e la tio n sh ip . A ll o f th e se in g th a t you can n ot g e t an yon e b etter.
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Tips For Fin als
Doing Your Best to Finish Hard

Athletes have coaches who give them pep
talks before big games. If you’re not psyched
up for finals yet, here’s your own personad pep
ta lk . . .

able to make up the party.” Funny quote, but
damgerous advice! For the next few weeks,
the important thing is to make the important
thing the important thing. The important
thing right now is your course work. Fight
through those feelings that you just have
to go to that party. Fight through those
feelings that you just have to sleep more.
Fight through those feelings of “senioritis”
and “spring fever.” Delay gratification — DO
YOUR WORK! Don’t sacrifice the MOST for
the NOW.

THREE THOUGHTS THAT WILL HELP YOU
DO YOUR BEST WHEN IT MEANS THE MOST

#3. ARE YOU GOING TO SAY, "I'M GLAD I
DID" OR "I WISH I HAD"?

#1. It’s the start that stops most people.
#2. Are you willing to give up what you want
NOW for what you want MOST?
#3. Are you going to say, “I’m glad I did” or “I
wish I had”?

Why should you get started now? Why
should you delay gratification? Some day
in the middle of May, you’re going to receive
your grades. When you look at your results
for spring semester 2004, are you going to
say to yourself, “I’m glad I did” or “I wish I
had”?

Rob Gilbert, Ph.D.
Departm ent o f H P P E R LS

have the Super Bowl, the World
A thletes
Si
Series and the Final Four. Students

/ \

ave final exaims.
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teeth and bones, and improving the immune
system with anti-inflaimmatory, anti-bacterial, and anti-viral capacities. Health maga
zine (March 1999) states, “Just one or two
cups a day are enough to reap tea’s benefits.”
Milk (whole, low-fat and skim varieties) is
amother wonderftd beverage containing pro
tein, vitamins A & D, and necessary calcium
for bone health.

• Don't Underestimate the Importance
of Sleep: H ealth experts recom m end

seven or eigh t hours o f sleep n igh t

#1. IT'S THE START THAT STOPS MOST
PEOPLE.

If you start studying now, and don’t let
“obstacles” get in your way, you’ll happily be
able to say, “I’m glad I did.”

• Be Flexible In Mind and Body:

To

“ ...To be physically flexible, stretch those muscles
regularly. Stretching not only enhances flexibility but
can also prevent muscle and joint injuries. And, when
you’re emotionally overstressed, take time out to
stretch or try massage therapy... ”

ly on a regular b asis to sta y focused
throughout th e day and help you func
tion m ost effectively. Try to go to bed
th e sam e tim e each n igh t and aw aken
around th e sam e tim e each m orning
six or seven days a w eek to create qual
ity sleep patterns and m inim ize sleeprelated problem s. Sufficient sleep also
help s in w eight m anagem ent, helps the
FOREVER."
body h eal from illn e ss or injury, and
#2. ARE YOU WILUNG TO GIVE UP WHAT
YOU WANT NOW FOR WHAT YOU WANT
Make sure you’ll be able to say, “I’m glad I prom otes fa t burning/m uscle building
betw een w eight trainingw orkouts.
did.” Guarantee: You’ll be' glad you did.
MOST?

The hardest part is getting started. The
ancient Chinese philosopher Lao Tsu said,
“A journey of a thousand miles must begin
But, if you do delay, and let the obstacles
with a single step.” Are you procrastinating? interfere, you’ll regretfully say, “I wish I
Procrastination is getting ready to get ready. had.”
What are you waiting for? Don’t get ready to
REMEMBER:
start studying. START STUDYING RIGHT
"THE PAIN IS TEMPORARY; THE PRIDE IS
NOW!!! Don’t let the start stop you.

touching surfaces (i.e. doors, counterto p s) or from to u ch in g raw foods and
u te n s ils , and e sp e c ia lly from sh a k in g
h a n d s w ith som eon e w ho hag a cold
or flu . A sid e from a irb orn e illn e s s e s ,
c e r ta in d ise a se s su ch as cold s and
flu can be p rev en ted sim p ly by w a sh 
in g h a n d s fr e q u e n tly and n o t ru b 
b in g you r e y e s, m ou th or n o se - p ar
tic u la r ly i f y o u ’v e b een in co n ta ct
w ith an in fe c te d p erso n or tou ch ed
raw m ea t or an u n c le a n su r fa c e .

be p h y sica lly flex ib le, stretch th ose
m uscles regularly. Stretching not only
enhances flex ib ility but can also pre
ven t m uscle and jo in t injuries. And,
w hen you’re em otionally overstressed,
take tim e out to stretch or try m assage
therapy - both effective stress-reducers.

• Be Flexible With Others: B ein g rig id
or stu b b orn w ill n o t en d ea r you to
fr ie n d s or fam ily. So try to be openm in d ed and m ore fle x ib le .
B ein g
fle x ib le m ean s p u ttin g o th ers b efore
Need a pep talk every day? Call Dr. • Don't Fool W ith Mother Nature: y o u r se lf. A s you v e n tu re in to th e
I once saw this quote on a T-shirt: “You can
c o m p e ti
Be
cau 
always retake the course, but you’ll never be Gilbert’s Success Hotline: 973.743.4690.
tiv e w orld
tio u s w hen
w h e r e.
outdoors
g r e e d
th r o u g h o u t
an d s e lf 
th e
year.
ishness
P rotect your
abound,
s e lf
d u r
be a g iv er
in g extrem e
r a t h e r
h ot or cold
th an
a
w e a t h e r
t
a
k
e
r
.
c o n d itio n s,
for
exam 
G iv e
of
y o u r se lf
p le.
D on’t
- be it v o l
ex ercise or
u n teerin g
en g a g e
in
to
a s s is t
in ten se phys
others,
ic a l
a c tiv 
Courtesy of Volleyballmag.com
or
sim 
ity outdoors
during the Combine a workout regimen with attentiveness to body signals. p ly b ein g
courte
h eat o f the
day — save it for earlier or later in ous and hum ble. You w ill be a b et
th e day w hen tem peratures are more ter person and a role m odel for oth
com fortable. A lso u se caution for out ers! Follow th e fo u r. C’s for a new
door a ctivity during icy conditions and you: Be C om passionate, Courteous,
low tem peratures in w inter. D uring C onsiderate a n d C om plim entary. The
th e sp rin g and sum m er, avoid pain cliché “T reat oth ers as you w ould lik e
fu l sunburns by lim itin g sun exposure oth ers to trea t you,” also rin gs true.
M ost o f th e h ea lth tip s from each
particularly during th e m id-day hours
w hen th e sun is sti*ongest. Rem em ber article th is sem ester focused on oftenth a t su n ligh t is h ea lth y in m oderation rep eated w ords such as balan ce and
— w hen th e sk in is exposed to outdoor m oderation.
E xercise, for in sta n ce, is h ea lth fu l in
su n ligh t w hen th e rays are le a st pow 
erfu l (in th e ea rly m orning and la te m oderation, but can be p h y sica lly and
afternoon). A m ong its b en efits, su n  etìaotionally d etrim en ta l w h en done
lig h t im proves mood and help s bones. excessively. M oderate su n lig h t is also
b en eficia l, w h ile too m uch is harm ful.
B a la n ced n u tr itio n is h e a lth ie r
• Heed Your Body's Signals: L isten
to your body w hen there is sudden or th a n ea tin g th e sam e foods each day
frequent pain, frequent fatigue, or head or choosing foods ju st from one food
aches, for exam ple and seek m edical group every m eal, or rely in g on d ietary
assistance. Ignoring chronic pain w hile or sp orts su p p lem en ts throughout th e
continuing to exercise w orsens conditions. day.
B e co n sisten t w ith good h a b its such
as
g ettin g su fficien t sleep and exercise
•
Wash
Hands
Frequently:
G
et
in
th
e
Yahul J. Olenik I Chinese Club
habit of w ashing hands a few tim es a and freq u en tly h and-w ashin g. P erhaps
Students from the Chinese Club enjoy Professor Yahui Olenik’s Dumpling-making dem
day (preferably w ith soap and warm th e b est overall h ea lth tip: R espect
onstration in the Student Center Rathskeller on Wednesday afternoon. The sparkle in
w ater, rubbing hands thoroughly for your body, and it w ill be k ind to you.
their eyes indicate ju st one thing - the dumplings were mm-mm-good!
at le a st 10 seconds) to rid germ s from

Dumplings Take Over The Ratt
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HOCKEY
CONTINUED FROM R 6

Courtesy of Aasportscollectibles.com

Ken Daneyko has won three Stanley Cups
during his ice-hockey career.

side for two years. “I found writing excit
ing and that’s how I got started,” said Stan.
Stan’s first career was w ithin
the New York Rangers publicity. In the sum
mer was the opening of Journal American,
and Stan stated, “A guy I met in college
recommended me to move over to the hockey
beat, so I covered the 1973-74 season of the
New England Whalers.” But that’s not all.
“It’s fun to get paid for talking,” he laughed.
As far as training is concerned, “I

lucked into the job,” Stan said. However,
it’s not as easy as it sounds. Along with
his consultant Andrea Kirby, the produc
er analyzed and gave pointers, but no one
taught him. Learning and correcting his
mistakes is how Stan improved his skills.
Chico started playing hockey in the
third grade...“in rubber boots.” He was an
amazed spectator, watching with awe as
children played the sport that he loved.
But something stood in Chico’s way: “I
was shy.” However, he overcame his shyness
when “one night the goalie didn’t show up,”
said Chico, who continued, “I was invited to
play and I only had my rubber boots and
school clothes on and no mask.” At that time,
“it wasn’t cool to wear a mask; you were
a sissy if you wore a mask,” said the man
who lost teeth as a result of not wearing
protection. But it took one man to erase the
negative stigma of wearing masks. Montreal
Canadians Hall of Famer Jacques Plante was
the first goalie in NHL history to wear a mask.'
In fact, he threatened to not play one night
agEiinst the New York Rangers at Madison
Square Garden unless he could wear a mask.
Thanks to Jacques, not only did he save tons
of goalies from taking painful and dreaded
visits to the dentist, but more importantly, he
made masks a novel and “cool”means of safety.
Chico made the decision to retire his hock
ey career at age thirty-nine because, “I got
too old.” (I agree with you. That is
old, but
according to him that’s old for a goalie). He
continued, “I wanted to help get my daugh
ter situated in high school.” After declin
ing an offer from the Executive Producer
of Fox Sports New York, Pete Silverman,
to become a Devils commentator, Chico
changed his mind and accepted the position.
But as a perfectionist, Chico almost quit
only after a few games of commentating.
However, his fellow broadcasting partner and
friend Mike Emrick guided him back in the
right direction by saying, “With what you’re

UNDSAYLOHAN

going to say, sell it like you believe in this all
the way. Sell what you’re going to say.”Words
that echo through his mind were from Pete
Silverman who said, “If you’re a weak link
at work, then you’re a weak link between
the poles.” That taught Chico “to all work
together to make it successful as possible.”
Like Stan, Chico also got away with training.
However, we know that practice makes
perfect and definitely facilitates the pro
cess of getting used to a specific type of
work. “I should have had training because
you have to be clear, concrete, and insight
ful,” he said. He emphasizes the importance
of “classes in communication, eye contact,
and looking at the camera as if the cam
era is the third person in the conversation.
“Even though it’s “a lot of homework,”
Chico stated, “the fun thing about broad
casting is that you become a team .”
Bobby Hall and Bobby Orr were hockey
players that Ken Daneyko looked up to
as he started skating at age seven. In
1982, he received a phone call from the
Devils organization telling him that he had
been drafted by the New Jersey Devils.
“I asked my mom, “Mom, where is New
Jersey?”’ Home sweet home, Ken! As for his
current job broadcasting his own “Dano’s
Den,” he had experience within that field
with WFAN Radio and sports team shows
such as “The Best Damn Sports Show,”
because “I liked interviews and liked to
talk about the game I love.” He did train for
a few years and spoke to ESPN and Alex
Wilson who “is an expert on broadcasting.”
Teamwork

Stan defines “team” with the Stanley Cup
Champions Devils of last year as an exam
ple of players who were “in favor of unify
of the group, so a good team is a family.”
According- to Chico’s personal dictionary,
“Team is about managing ones self ego, self
goals, and self aspirations. We all have that.”
He added that even though each person’s
role is important, it should be celebrated
as individual accomplishments as well.
To Ken, “team” is characterized by everyone
sacrificing something for a com m on goal to win
and“understandingroles and to play to the best
of your ability, pulling for each other, dedicat
ing, collaborating, and believing in yourself.”

agEiinst your development. It’s a reminder
of w hat will occur if you don’t chEtnge.”
On the other hand, he claimed, “With
winning, you always lesim from your suc
cess. Winning motivates you.” TeEimmate
Ken said, “Winning is how much you have to
sacrifice and dedicate and that it gets harder
Euid harder every year.” Concerning losing,
he stated, “You leEim what you did wrong
Eind correct it to win. You lesim from your
mistEikes and try to rectify it the next year.”
Follow the leader

Chico has learned a gresit desd from his
positions both on and off the ice about the
importance of leadership. “You don’t suc
ceed without it.” In the case of defenseman
captain Scott Stevens’ suffering of post-con
cussion syndrome (which held him from
playing the rest of the season), he had to
give up his position to Scoot Niedermayer.
This
illustrates
Chico’s
statem ent:
“Leadership is nothing without people
who are willing to sacrifice their leader
ship or become secondary leaders.”
Even though Niedermayer wasn’t the
top guy on the team, he showcsised his
ability to fill his teammate’s skates and
become a great leader. Ken believes that
leaders pick up those who give up when he
or she is down, which “sets a good exam
ple both off and on the ice.” His number
one important quality is “work dedication.”
Take
notes
from
the
pros.
Stan’s advice for those of you trying to
find your place in a career “is to work as
hard as you can at it and work as hard
as you think you can, and listen.” He set
up his goal early and tried to write as
much eis he could Eind studied techniques of
other writers, then adopted those methods.
Chico’s philosophy regarding profes
sions is, “If you keep going you will get it
because you learn that it WEisn’t so bad.
The com petition
elim inated
itself.”
He also noted that we must realize that we
all have to start at the bottom. “It was smart
for the Devils who started in the minors
in Albany (River Rats). Just start from the
bottom and keep on going. If you don’t give
up, you will have character and experience,
Eind you’ll find that’s where you wEint to be.”
“Work hard, make sacrifices, Eind more

Courtesy of lmages.amazon.com

(left) Chico takes his stance as the goalie for New Jersey Devils, (right) Stan Fischler
rocks the m ic. Both their successful careers scream the fact that success needs more
than just plain luck and wide ambitions.
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According to Stan, “The way the
game is played today, it’s less likely for
a player to single-hEindedly take over.”
He stressed, “The style today demands a
group effort rather than individuEilized.”
Stan provided an example of the
Rangers, who “have good players, but they
do badly because they play as individu
als.” On the topic of tesimwork, Ken said,
“It’s everything. You want to be success
ful for the tesim by believing in yourself.”
When Etsked what one lesims from winning
and losing, Chico replied, “You learn charac
ter, you get a drive to push on and rise above.”
From losing, there is a value to be learned
because you learn that you can’t lose very long.”
However, he warned that los
ing is only beneficial to Etn extent: “If it
continues over a period of time, it works

importantly believe in yourself,” are Ken’s
wise words. “I used those same attributes
with broadcasting: be good to people, pursue
goEils, and believe that when you fall down you
have got to get back up on the horse’s saddle.”
8:30 a.m. Game Time. You and your tesimmates confidently take a seat, and at faceoff, the professor hands out that same pop
quiz with the directions reading: “Make a
team effort to answer the following ques
tions: Who will I be? Where will I be?”
9:45 a.m. The siren sounded; the game is
over. All that was left in the arena was the
reverberation of the scuffing of pens on paper
mixed with the crowd’s cheers. At the next
cI eiss meeting, the professor hands back the
tests that all had big fat Ws. You knew what
that stood for.
You won the Stanley Cup!
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ADVERTISEMENT

Commencement 2004
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

Reporting time:

Friday, May 21,2004

Line-up:

Continental Airlines Arena

Ceremony:

ommencement exercises will take place indoors at the Continental Airlines Arena

C

9 am
9:45 am
10:30 am

CLEARANCES

within the Meadowlands Sports Complex in East Rutherford, NJ, on Friday, May 21,
2004. The procession will begin at 9:45 a.m. followed by the ceremony at 10:30.
The ceremony will last approximately 90 minutes. Students' names are not
announced during the ceremony.

Before you may receive your diploma or official transcript with degree information posted,
you must meet all debt and other obligations, including returning overdue library
books. Should you anticipate a problem, contact the following departments:

Candidates who will complete their degree requirements by May 2004 and who after

PARKING TICKETS (payment of fines): Standard Parking, PI level of the Red Hawk
Deck, 973-655-7581.

filing for a final audit are on the May 2004 graduation list, are eligible to participate in the
Commencement exercises. Those whose degrees were conferred in August 2003 or
January 2004 also are eligible to participate. Since there is unlimited seating, you may
bring as many guests as you wish.
If you have questions concerning academic issues relative to your degree, please contact
the Office of the Registrar at 973-655-4376. All other questions may be directed to the
Office of Community Relations and Special Events at 973-655-5459.
For information on Application for Final Audit, Certification (Teacher), and if you
m issed die Deadline to File for Graduation, please go to
www.montclair.edu/registrar

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

COLLEGE DEBTS (obligations of tuition, fees, etc.): Elaine Voto, CO 220,973-655-4132.

PUBLICITY
The Public Information Office sends lists of graduates to appropriate daily and weekly
newspapers, based on the student's address in the Registrar's records. Names of
students who notified the Office of Student Development and Campus Life that they did
not wish directory information to be released will not be included. Because of the
number of students graduating, the Public Information Office is unable to provide
individualized press releases. Students wishing to provide more complete information
and/or photographs to their hometown newspaper should send that material direcdy
to the newspaper. Students who need assistance with preparing their material, and
those who prefer that their information be withheld but did not notify Office of Student
Development and Campus Life that they did not wish directory information to be
released, should notify the Public Information Office at 973-655-4333.

YEARBOOK AND CLASS RING

ROBES

Contact the Student Government Association at 973-655-4202.

Students participating in Commencement exercises are required to wear academic robes.
Caps and gowns may be purchased at the University Bookstore during regular store hours
beginning Thursday, May 6, and continuing through Thursday, May 13, and again from

Upon graduation, you will become a member of the Montclair State University Alumni

Wednesday, May 19 through Thursday, May 20. Bachelor’s robes are $47. Eligible bache
lor degree candidates must purchase their regalia in person and will be required to pre
sent a valid student I.D. or driver’s license at the time of purchase. Masters and Doctoral

Association. With over 80,000 members worldwide, membership in the Association entitles
you continued use of various University facilities (the pool, the fitness centers, the computer
labs, borrowing privileges at Sprague library, etc.), discounts for campus events and on

degree candidates must order their regalia through the Graduate School. They may pick up
their order at the University Bookstore during regular store hours beginning Thursday, May
6 and continuing through Thursday, May 13, and again from Wednesday, May 19 through
Thursday, May 20. Masters and Doctoral degree candidates must present a valid student
I.D. o r driver’s license at the time of pick up.

MSU clothing and giftware at the bookstore, Career Services assistance, and more. To learn
more about what the Alumni Association offers, please visit our website at

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

www.montclair.edu/alumni or stop by the Alumni Office located at 34 Normal Avenue.
When you pick up your academic robes at the University Bookstore, please stop by the
Alumni Association table to receive your membership card and a FREE GIFT.

HOODS
The hoods are lined with the official colors of Montclair State University, red and white. The
color of the outside trim of the hood associated with the different degrees is as follows:

DAYOF COMMENCEMENT

Master of Arts inTeaching (MAT)................light blue

REPORTING TIME: 9:00 a.m.
LINE-UP AND PROCESSION: 9:45 a.m.
CEREMONY START TIME: 10:30 a.m.

Bachelor o f Music (B M u s).................... .pink

Master o f Business Administration (MBA)....... brown

THERE IS NO PRE-COMMENCEMENT REHEARSAL.

Bachelor o f Science (BS)......................... .gold

Master of Education (M E d)............................ light blue

Bachelor o f Arts (BA)....................

white

Bachelor o f Fine Arts (BFA)...........:... .bmwn

M aster o f Arts (MA).............................................white

Master o f Fine Arts (MFA)......... . ...........................bmwn
Master of Science (MS)................................................gold
D octor o f Pedagogy (E d D ).......................... light blue

DIPLOMA AND DIPLOMA COVERS
Diplomas will be mailed to May degree recipients in early June. Diploma covers are
provided free of charge and may be picked up with your cap and gown. A valid student
I.D. o r driver’s license is required.

GRADUATION HONORS
The honors averages for Summa Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude are

3.85, 3.65 and 3.45 respectively. Students who are receiving a bachelor’s degree with
these honors may wear a gold tassel on their cap at the Commencement exercises. In
order to be eligible, you must have completed a minimum of 51 undergraduate credits
at Montclair State. Grades of “A” through “D-“ must be received for a minimum of 48
or these 51 credits.
For recognition of May candidates at the Commencement Exercises, the honors
designation will be based upon the student’s cumulative grade point average as of the
previous January.
Gold tassels may be picked up when you purchase your cap and gown. University
Bookstore employees will have a list of all eligible honors graduates, and students will be
required to present a valid student I.D. or driver's license to receive their gold tassel.
The honors designation will appear in the Commencement program and will appear on
the official transcript approximately one month after graduation. It also will be indicated
on the diploma. You should allow a period of three to four months for the ordering,
printing and mailing of honors diplomas.
No are no such honors designations for graduate students.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Since there is unlimited guest seating at the arena, tickets to the ceremony are not
necessary. Graduates wishing to send Commencement announcements to friends and
family may purchase them at the University Bookstore. Announcements will be available
April 1 at $1.25 each o r $10.50 for a pack of 10.

LINE-UP
Graduating students should report to the exhibition storage areà on the lowest level
of the arena. Enter the building through the box office lobby and proceed down the
escalator. Make a right and continue to the exhibition area. Signs will be posted to
indicate specific departmental locations.

GUEST SEATING
Arena doors will open at 9:00 a.m., and all guests should be seated by 9:45. There is no
reserved seating. Please inform your guests of your degree and College/School so they can
seat themselves in the area from which they can best see you. All masters’ randidatpc are
seated as a group. Baccalaureate candidates are seated with the department in which their
major is housed.
Doctoral candidates will sit with their thesis advisors on the platform.

POSSESSIONS
Pocketbooks or other carried articles are not acceptable in an academic procession;
please rem ember to keep your car keys in a safe place.

ACCESSIBILITY
A special parking area for people with physical disabilities is available at the arena
and all entrances are ramped. Guests who need wheelchair accessible seating should
follow signs posted on the main concourse level or ask ushers for assistance.

SNACK FACILITIES
Light refreshments may be purchased at the arena concession stands. Flowers, cameras
and film are not available at the arena.

LEAVING THE ARENA
Following the ceremony, guests will exit the arena from the concourse level and graduates
will march directly out of the arena through the box office lobby doors. No one will be
allowed to remain in the lobby or to re-enter the lobby from the concourse level. Please
plan to meet friends or relatives outside the arena doors or at their cars.

DRIVING/PARKING
The Meadowlands Sports Complex has ample free parking. Guards will be available to
direct you and your guests to appropriate parking areas
For further information and directions to the arena go to
www.montclair.edu/commencement
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Friends Sing ‘I’ll Be There For You’ No More
We Count Down the Last Two Weeks and Watch Our Friends Say Good-Bye
Christina Hilbig
Staff Writer

hursday nights w ill never be the same
after the two-hour series finale of
Friends airs on May 6,2004 on NBC.
We have gotten tQ know, and grown to
love “eccentric” Monica, “sarcastic” Chandler,
“neurotic” Ross, “oblivious” Joey, “spoiled”
Rachel, and “flakey” Phoebe. For a whole
decade now we shared their fives and their
dreams, and now we have come to the end
of the journey with our lovable Friends.
We have seen them through marriages and
divorces (three are enough, Ross!), heart
breaks (“We were on a BREAK....”), career
changes and births. When the show start
ed, Jennifer Amston, David Schwimmer,
Courtney Cox, Matthew Perry, Lisa Kudrow
and Matt LeBlanc were only known through
bad movies, cancelled sitcoms and music
videos. Prior to the actual airing of the final

T

“Beyond the jokes,
Friends has gone to some
surprisingly emotional
places for a sitcom. ”

episode, TV Land w ill air Before They Were
Friends from 6-9 p.m. on May 6. It w ill fea
ture each cast member in another series.
Lisa Kudrow on Cheers, Matt LeBlanc
on Just the Ten of Us, Jennifer Aniston on
Ferris Bueller, David Schwimmer on The
Wonder Years, Matthew Perry on Who’s the
Boss? and Courtney Cox on Family Ties.
Now the cast is, with a million dollars

________

P jz-i-e-tJ-p-i
courtesy of warnerbros.com

After a great decade of laughter from our favorite Friends we will have to say goodbye to our Thursday nights as they part wavs and
move on to new places in life.

each per episode, Hollywood’s highest paid
sitcom sextet ever, with overseas endorse
ment deals, producing cable TV shows and
big screen movie careers. The show will
end its 10-year run in two weeks, but it has
definitely left an impression on America’s
pop culture. Friends is not only the number
one sitcom on the Thursday night primetime
line-up, it is also one of the highest priced
programs for advertisers, in which a 30
second commercial spot sells for an average
of 450,000 dollars. NBC expects to make
more than $91 million on the final night of
Friends, thanks to advertisers who are buy
ing a 30 second commercial spot for a record
$ 2.6 million. Now the curtain is about to fall
on the number one rated sitcom, and the big
question is: How w ill it all end?
At the end of these 10 years together the
fans just want their Friends to be okay.
They want to know what happened to

the duck and the chick? They are curious if
Gunther w ill ever tell Rachel how much he
really loves her, and who w ill sit on Central
Perk’s infamous couch when all of their TV
friends leave town?
When the pilot aired on Sept. 22, 1994,
the show creators Marta Kauffmann, David
Crane and Kevin Bright, did not have the
slightest idea that their sitcom idea about a
bunch of people in their mid-twenties trying
to make a living in New York City, would
turn into the phenomenon that Friends has
become.
When the show started, the six char
acters faced fife and love in the Big Apple.
Now, 10 years later, they are a group of
well-known thirty-something friends, with
older and bigger concerns; Phoebe, recently
married, Chandler and Monica adopting a
baby, Joey still trying to start his acting
career, and of course the never ending story

between Ross and Rachel. They have fallen
in love, broken up (numerous times), mar
ried, divorced and had babies.
Beyond the jokes, Friends has gone to
some surprisingly emotional places for a
sitcom .lt is a show about friendship. After
all “I’ll be there for you...” means being a
surrogate mother for your brother, peeing
on your friend’s legs after a painful jellyfish
sting, living in a box to show your friend how
sorry you are, and putting a raw turkey on
your head to cheer up your friend.
So it’s time to say good-bye now and could
we BE any more sad? What do we have left
after a 10-year love affair with our Friends?
Besides Matt LeBlanc’s Friends spin-off,
Joey, we have endless memories, countless
laughter, some tears, a promise from the cre
ators and the cast that “a reunion movie w ill
never happen,” and the wonder of endless
syndication.

Garner Gives Ageless Performance in New Flick
13 Going on 30

assumed basic remake of the classic 80’s filri
Big. The movie begins in the leg warmei
side ponytail days of 1987.
A dorky 13-year-old Jenna (Sham
Dowdeswell), virtually on the brink of worn
anhood, longs to be cool, chic and a staple o
Cherilyn Sajorda
the so-called popular girls at school.
C hief Copy Editor
Held back by her not-so-hip parents
she longs to be attractive to boys and movi
on from the only bo;
et’s start off first
that seems to take an;
by saying that
interest in her fife
13 Going on 30,
her neighbor and bes
directed by Gary Winick,
friend Matt Flamhaf
w ill surely never win an
(Jack Salvatore Jr.)
Academy Award or a
Matt shows off his
‘Best Movie of the Year’
sw eet
personalit;
of sorts. That’s ok - this
early on and makes il
flick, starring color
clear to Jenna that h(
ful Alias, chick Jennifer
is a truer friend to hei
Garner
and
Mark
than anyone she has
Ruffalo, simply isn’t that
ever known.
tear-jerking, mountain
But his baby
moving,' Ring-bearing
pudgy looks and his
kind of movie.
childhood friend aura
And while it certainly ----------------------- -------------------------- are no match to the
isn’t trying to be force
cool girls Jenna longs
fully profound, its overall
to be a part of.
effect on an audience is heartwarming and
On her thirteenth birthday, Jenna invites
playfully done, meanwhile different from its the coolest girls in school, who conveniently
Stmmg Jennifer Garner

On Gar* Wlmck
Produced by Sony Pictures

***<

L

“ Its overall effect
on an audience is
heartwarming and
playfully done,
meanwhile different
from its assumed basic
remake of the classic
80’s film Big.”

bring along the cool
est guys, one of whom
she has had a crush on
forever, to her party.
But the party turns
disastrous when the
group takes advantage
of the birthday girl
and fools her into play
ing a game of ‘Seven
M inutes in Heaven’.
Humiliated and upset,*
Jenna makes a wish
to be the woman-sawy
age of 30.
The next morning
she finds her wish has
sonypictures.com
come to fife and time Garner’s character takes advantage of her 30-year-old experihas fast-forwarded 17 enee.
years to the year 2004.
Dazed and confused, Jenna finds she is Rink is; easily finding her way around New
a^13-year-old trapped in the body, fife and York City and living independently of her
(successful!) career of a 30-year-old version parents are two situations she has clearly
(Garner) of herself.
not been exposed to in her earlier sheltered
The movie begins to get confusing at this normal life.
part and at tim es you can’t help but ask more
Regardless, it is here that Jenna realizes
questions about the situation than actually she is at long last cool and popular.
relish in the story itself.
Her first test trial as an adult comes in
As the story moves along, it’s amazing to the workplace.
see a “13-year-old” as put together as Jenna
S E E ”G A RN ER ” ON P.13
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ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: MARY-KATE & ASHLEY OLSEN

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Twin
Magic

'Dirty Pretty Things’ Sweeps Clean
Melinda Smith

Kadijah Basir

Staff Writer

A ssista n t A rts and

irty Pretty Things” Issue #5 is the
type of zine I read when I was in
high school, in fact, it’s the type of
zine I wrote when I was in high school. It’s
short, easy to read, but still interesting. At
only 23 pages, half size, booklet style, it’s
the perfect amount of words for a short car
ride.
Wistaria, the zine’s writer and creator,
starts off the zine with descriptions of the
people who five on her floor at college. She
doesn’t seem to be too much of a partier,'
more of a loner, but her words show that
she truly does enjoy the company of the
people she has been surrounded with in the
past year of college. Her writing flows well
and has a sort of familiarity about it that
leaves the reader thinking they know these

D

courtesy of www.usatoday.com

A lmost eighteen years
/ \ in the business, and
jL JLM ary-Kate
and
Ashley Olsen have gone
beyond what most thought
they could achieve. Ever
since we first came across
the young actresses in the
roll as Michelle from Full
House America has been
glued to their move. The
brilliant teens were able to
create an empire after thensuccess with Full House
by endorsing their own
straight-to-home movies,
dolls, clothes, and games.
The twins have taken on
the world with full force
and lead us to new heights
of love for twins.
Seeing them now brings
a sense of pride because
we’ve all watched them grow
up in front of our eyes as
smart, intelligent, beautiful
and humble young girls. A
part of us felt as if we knew
them as we watched them
on our screen. The world is
counting down the weeks
left until their eighteenth
birthday. According to my
calculation, they have about
six more weeks till the day.
Not a girl, but as grown bil
lionaire -women. Now, even
though they have proven
that they can make billions
of dollars off of their name,
they have yet to prove their
ability to make it on the big
screen as adults and help
keep their bright fight shin
ing.
This week, they come out
with their new movie New
York Minute, co-starring
Eugene Levy. The anticipa
tion of the feature film has
most fans dancing in their
pants waiting for its out
come. I know that people,
kids and adults alike, will
be running to see the film
in droves. Even though we
Worry about what the flick
is going to be, I’m sure it
won’t bring in disappoint
ing numbers to the box
office. What makes these
twins such starlets is thenpersistence for greatness.
They work hard and
give the public a sense of
hum bleness. Mary-Kate
and Ashley Olsen are
America’s sergeant chil
dren. We love them like
our own and treasure thenwellbeing. That is why
they deserve to be called
the ENTERTAINERS OF
THE WEEK!!!

“She doesn’t seem to be
too much of a partier,
more of a loner, but her
words show that she
truly does enjoy the
company of the people
she has been surrounded
with in the past.”
people as well. This is something that most
zinesters are known to possess and Wistaria
does a good job of proving this positive ste
reo type to be correct.
As well as talking about her neighbors,

she also does a bit
called
“W istaria’s
News” which updates
the reader on what is
going on in Wistaria’s
fife as of late. She does
not, however, go into
too much detail, but
rather uses her other
pieces to go into more
detail about her fife.
“Being Gay in a
Small Town” depicts
what it’s like for her
to have grown up in a
city and now be going
to college in a very
small town with few
openly gay people and
virtually no openly
gay friendly establish
ments, such as cafes
or stores. W istaria
speaks of her worries
for other young peo
ple who have grown
up in that town and
other small ones like
it. How can they come
out of the closet, if
courtesy of www.fredart.com
there is no one around Loneliness plagues the soul until a young girt conies to terms with
herself and her sexuality.
them.
Wistaria is already out of the closet and with Global Warming and her new interest in
living in this new town she feels alone at Buffy The Vampire Slayer, with a few poems
times. “Sometimes I just need a good old and songs thrown in for good measure. For
dyke to understand where I’m coming from!” a zine a bit on the. small side she does cover
It’s apparent that no matter how out of the quite an array of topics. She also does it with
closet she is, it’s easy to feel like you’re falling an easy flow and a sense of humor. I would
back into it when no one around you seems recommend this zine to anyone looking for a
to be like you. “I am just frustrated, not at fun, easy zine with a hint of world knowledge
the lack of individuals who are willing to be in it.
open about their personal fives, but at the
Wistaria goes to college in New Brunswick,
complete lack of resources for queers living Canada and comes out with a new issue of
in this town.”
“Dirty Pretty Things” fairly often, more often
Wistaria also talks about the problems than most zinesters.

Hung’s Album is Glass Breaking Hit
In sp iratio n

Jason Hortillas
Opinion Editor

ix months ago, if that were the head
line to an entertainment magazine,
the word bull would precede a cuss
word that Howard Stern would be proud
of. William Hung, the awkward, yet relent
less Chinese American student, thought
otherwise. His out-of-tune and sometimes
incoherent voice comedic ally caught the
nation’s attention. With his tim ing off in his
two-step, people were glued to their televi
sions and, if just for a laugh or simple curi
osity, William Hung got you. Inspiration,
his first album released under Koch records
is proof that it doesn’t always take talent to
make it somewhere. He says it him self in
one interlude “It takes hard work, determi
nation and perseverance...”
Overall, this album covers songs such as
R. Kelly’s “I Believe I Can Fly,” The Eagles’
“Hotel California” and, of course, his claim
to fame, Ricky Martin’s “She Bangs.” A
notable track is Hung’s rendition of Elton
John’s “Rocket Man,” mainly because of
his oohs and ahhs. Yes we all know that
he lacks ‘talent.’ We also know more or
less it was a fluke that he came to receive
these good graces. Yet, as entertainment

S

goes, everything is
a pitch, a gimmick
or selling point.. As
a result, Koch, in
conjunction with
Fuse music televi
sion, gave him the
$25,000 contract
and took on the
task of m aking
Hung ‘sound good.’
Inspiration comes
along with a bonus
DVD, showing this
m ission of Hung
in one take after
another as he tries
to complete the
album.
In
addition,
you get to see the
man in person as
he strolls along
the campus of
the University of
California Berkley
courtesy of willlamhung.net
getting mobbed by
fans, shopping for Wiliam Hung bangs out his own Inspirational album and extends
some cool threads his worn-out 15 minutes of fame.
and playing the
Pokemon card game with the kids. In anoth “I know I already passed my 15 minutes
er perspective, the whole stigma surrounding of fame,” Hung says in regards to this.
the karaoke king is that he is a disgrace to But with this album out, headlining ZlOO’s
the music industry and is making a mockery Zootopia, in addition to the media coverage
of many who work so hard to get to that on MSNBC and Acess Hollywood, William
level of notoriety. Hung knows he is only Hung is not fazed. In the shadow of his medi
the ‘it’ guy for now, as he plans to remain in ocrity he arises determined as he proclaims
Berkley to finish his degree in engineering.
in Inspiration intro, “I just like singing.”
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The 2004 year is alm ost over at MSU and we have been
through m any obstacles inside and outside of class. If studying
and test taking weren’t enough, ju st m aking it to class was a
test. After all th e issues we dealt w ith, we managed to find a
parking spot and get through it.
Yes, there w as construction everywhere you looked, and the
noises were distractixig, but since the beginning o f the year, con
99
struction has lessened as projects are becoming more complete.
Remember, construction m ust be done if w e w ant to build!
For those of you living in the Village, you m ay recall
some problems. Security in the buildings: fire alarm s ringing keep complaining about parking if people aren’t going to take
throughout the night, and basic needs not being m et. This is ' action. Unfortunately,.I don’t think parking w ill be solved by
normal routine for the Village residents. Fenwick H all had to fall.
deal w ith the vandalism charges resulting in innocent resi
We survived. Many things may not have been fair or fun, but
dents having to pay. But we got through it.
w e managed to come out on top. We got through our classes and
SGA had to deal w ith issues as w ell. SGA had to deal with paid our tickets so let’s look forward to the fall sem ester. The
the Campus Crusade for Christ (CCC) and the NROTC, and theater w ill be complete and some construction w ill get done in
they got through it.
the summer.
Then we come to parking. Parking is probably the biggest
If these were the biggest issues and obstacles w e had to deal
com plaint that students have. We all know parking is a prob w ith, then next year w ill be a piece of cake.
lem and complaining doesn’t really help. There was a rally held
Have a great summer, relax, you deserve it! W hen you come
for changes, but only about five students showed up. We can’t back, MSU w ill be bigger and better. Good luck in the fall.

“A fter all th e issu es w e d ealt
w ith, w e m anaged to fin d a
parking sp ot and get through
it.!

Prime Time Press-ure Conference Brings on the Heat
Bush Stumbles Under Simple Questions of What Mistakes He Has Made and Falters in His Own Defense
President Bush made perfectly clear to
the U.S. in his press conference last Tuesday
his commitment to free
dom throughout the
world. He presented his
case solidly and without
the distraction of detail.
Therein lies the prob
lem.
The whole affair showed
me two things. He’s a
“Big Picture guy” - no
JOHN
DEANGELIS
question - and his
C O LU M N IST
interest in detail is non
existent. The case of the
war in Iraq has been
justified by vague and shifting reasons, none
of them substantiated to the U.S. beyond the
claim of principle. I seek more definition from
a national leader. He hasn’t demonstrated
.that he’s capable of managing this.
He criticized the U.N. for not taking at face
value his administration’s claim of imminent
danger. As they sought to confirm this for

“I seek m ore d efin ition from a n ational leader.
He hasn’t dem onstrated th at he’s capable o f
m an agin g th is.”
themselves, he grew impatient and acted
without the national body. Since the WMDs
(weapons of mass destruction) were not found
to date, and after his embarrassing handling
of this relationship, this goal was trans
formed to be the need 7- our country’s need,
apparently - to remove a ruthless dictator.
President Bush’s recent press conference
suggests rather forcefully that the overall
goal has once again shifted to become a U.S.
obligation to implant freedom wherever we
determine it is needed.
We should be lucky, I suppose, that we
don’t think it’s needed anywhere in Africa or
Central America.

As for the war itself, Bush seems woe
fully lacking in ability to go beyond a one-page
understanding of the issues.
In the recent press conference, he was asked
whether or. not more troops were needed in
Iraq for the success of the operation. “It’s up to
General Abizaid.., he’s clearly indicated that he
may want more troops.” Two days later, 20,000
troops had their active duty tours extended. No
wonder Bush spent so much time addressing
the troops and their families. He seems to know
as little as they do about their true fate.
Like conventional war, terrorism is a tool,
and not linked to any one cause. It is readily
employed by those crazy or desperate enough to

use it, especially those who see themselves
going up against a Goliath. But physical
force in any form does not address the root
causes of conflict.
While Bush proclaimed Tuesday his
wish to use military force “as a last resort,”
he has uttered very little alternative strat
egies since September 11, 2001.1 have to
wonder if the essence of the cultural and
ethnic struggles we are engaged in here
are over his head. He has not only ignored
these root causes, he barely acknowledges
their existence. At least “evil-doers” and
“pre-emptive war” fit into a one-page brief.
When asked about the August 2001
briefing, Mr. Bush explained that, mind
ful of the threats in Europe at the time,
he had asked for this information to see
whether our own country was vulnerable
to attack. He was handed one and a half
pages entitled “Bin Laden Determined to
Strike Within the U.S.,” and insisted it
S E E “B U SH ” P. 20
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I’m Out of Here

statistic
of

Living MSU’s Motto of Carpe Diem

EUNICE DE VERA
Year: Junior
Major: Biology

“13 credits of summer •
classes, work, and going:
to Canada.”

MORGAN
GOLDIN
Y e a r Junior
M ajo r Fine Arts

“Gorma try to fe e l i e
Pixies in concert.”

MENKUR
MACLONG
Year: junior
Major: Computer
Science

“Make some mosey.”

JASMIN YOO
Y e a r Freshman
M ajor Music
Education

“A ll work and no play.”

BRIAN LENAT
Y e a r Sophomore
Major: History

“I plan to work and
have fun.”

RYAN BRANDT
Year: Freshman
M ajor Justice
Studies

“1 plan to work, pay
my car off, party and
travel”

MICHELLE
PEREIRA
Y e a r Freshman
M ajor Undeclared.

“Going to Maryland
and the shore with

Carpe Deim, Seize the Day... MostMSU
folks know this as our school’s motto, but
what does it mean? Most people who go to
college go for an edu
cation, either it be an
academic education or
an education about life.
I have spent a long socalled day here, sis in
five years, apparently
to many others, the nor
mal amount of time at
MSU. You could say
TOM
HOSKINSON
that I seized a good
PRO DUCTIO N
education, good life long
ED ITO R
friendships, but more
importantly, I seized
knowledge about life. It sounds really cheesy
and I feel like a tool, but in reality, that’s what
I see as the point of college. Learn about life
and how to deal with people, and dealing with
people is a huge part of life.
More importantly, these life lessons were
not just taught in my class. They were learned
from organizations that I became highly
involved with as well as being employed on
campus.
I can not stress how important I feel cam
pus life is. If you just come on campus to take
some classes, you’re not getting all you can
get from Montclair State.
First and most importantly I would like
to thank Lisa, I know how much of my poop
you put up with, sorry, as I said above, I’m a

tool. Bill and Eric, I hope you guys had as
much fun as I did. I wish I was able to hang
around the apartment more than I have been
able to. Andrea, what can I say? Don’t bum
yourself?
Steve, Keith, and in coming exec-board,
together you can bring RecBoard to the next
level. Julie, last year when I was D.O.P, you
were a huge part in my sanity.
This is my mind, the box is somewhere in
Spain. You encouraged me to keep thinking
outside the box.
Jim, Mike, Nick, Joe, Supun, and Jon, we
do a lot more in our office that just tech sup
port, way more. There is close bond with the
CSAM Tech’s, it’s an amazing work environ
ment.
I really hope that I will be able to repro
duce that feeling at future employments. It’s
something that I have really embraced from
my MSU experience.
To Mike, Almond, and the whole
Montciarion staff I learned more than any
one could image from the paper and working
with you guys.
Out-going staff it was one amazing time.
Incoming staff I feel that we couldn’t have
left you in better hands.
To everyone else I have had contact with
during my tim e at MSU, I can’t say thank you
enough.
Tom H oskinson, an com puter scie n ce major,
is in h is first year a s Production Editor for
The Montciarion.
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Palestine: The Nation Without a State
Palestine From a National Identity Point of View
Before I begin this piece, I would like to
let it be known that the issue I am about to
discuss is not by any
way constructed as
an attack towards the
Jewish religion.
I would like to
make it clear that reli
gion, albeit plays an
important role in this
conflict, is not the main
focus of this article. I
HAKIM
would like the readers
ABDI
to see this from the
C O LU M N IST
perspective of national
identity as opposed to
religious beliefs.
“And I will give to you and to your descen
dants after you, the land of your temporary
residence, all the land of Canaan a s an eter
nal possession and I will be a God to them.”
(Genesis 17:8)
The history of the Jewish people begins
with Abraham, and the story begins when
God instructs him to leave his homeland,
promising Abraham and his descendants
a new home in the land of Canaan. This is
the land now known as Israel, named after
Abraham’s grandson, whose descendants are
the Jewish people.
The land is often referred to as the
Promised Land because of God’s repeated
promise (Genesis 12:7, 13:15, 15:18, 17:8)
to give the land to the descendants of
Abraham.

An important point to realize here is
that both Arabs and Jews have a shared
history. Both people trace their roots back
to Abraham (Ibraheem in Arabic); the Jews
and the rest of the Israelites are descendants
of Isaac (Is-haaq in Arabic) and the Arabs
of Ishmael (Isma’eel in Arabic) - but all are
descendants of Abraham.
This means that when God promised the
land of Canaan to Abraham and his descen
dants-that includes the Arabs. Therefore, a
logical deduction would be that the Arabs
have as much a right to the land of Canaan
(i.e. Israel) as the Jews do.
This leads us to Zionism and what it
entails; Zionism simply means “the national
movement for the return of the Jewish people
to their homeland, and the resumption of
Jewish sovereignty in the Land of Israel”.
Zionism from its inception has had the
objective of completely dispossessing the
indigenous Arab population so that Israel
could be a wholly Jewish state, or as much as
possible.
The Arab population’s position towards
Zionism was, naturally, defensive and
opposed further Jewish immigration and
land pinchases because the Arab existence in
Palestine was threatened.
A popular opinion is that the Arabs have
an inherent hatred for the Jews. This theory
based on anti-Semitism does in no way do
justice to the Arabs.
The position of the Arabs is based on a
totally sensible fear of the dispossession of

the Arab populace. Don Peretz author of “The
Arab-Israeli Dispute” is quoted, “Before the
20th century, most Jews in Palestine belonged
to old Yishuv, or community, that had settled
more for religious than for political reasons.
There was little, if any, conflict between them
and the Arab population. Tensions began
after the first Zionist settlers arrived in the
1880’s.”
The British added insult to injury, the
Balfour Declaration of November 1917 prom
ised a Jewish homeland in Palestine. This, as
is typical of all colonial decisions, was made
by a European power about a non-European
territory, in flat disregard of both the pres
ence and wishes of the native majority resi
dent in that territory.
David Ben-Gurion, the father of Political
Zionism, declared in 1938, “After we become
a strong force, as a result of the creation of a
state, we shall abolish partition and expand
into the whole of Palestine.”
In 1948, the sixth Prime Minister of Israel,
Menachem Begin stated, "The partition of the
Homeland is illegal. It will never be recog
nized. The signature of institutions and indi
viduals of the partition agreement is invalid.
It will not bind the Jewish people. Jerusalem
was and will forever be our capital. Eretz
Israel (the land of Israel) will be restored to
the people of Israel, all of it. And forever".
“The UN decisions to partition Palestine
and then to grant admission to the state of
S E E “PALESTINE" P. 20
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MOST MSU STUDENTS
HAVE 0 - 4 DRINKS
WHEN THEY GO OUT*
They w ere
asking the
wrong people!

Many students
believe that the
wrong people
were asked!

H O W E V E R ...
RESULTS FROM A RANDOM
SAMPLE CONDUCTED IN THE
SPRING OF 2 0 0 2 & 2 0 0 3
FOUND THAT...

STUDENTS HAVE
4 OR FEW ER DRINKS
OR DON'T DRINK AT ALL
WHEN THEY GO OUT!

*Based on the Spring 2 0 0 3 Core Alcohol 8e Drug Survey.
One drink = 12 oz. beer, 4 oz. w ine or 1 oz liquor.
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
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T h e S ta te o f L e a rn in g in N ew J e rse y
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Next Stop:Out of Here Where’s the M oney?
It’s almost time for my departure. With
a book and newspaper clumsily grasped in
one arm and a trusty
notepad and pen in the
other, I dash to find the
terminal for the next
train out of “here.’
Though the destina
tion on my ticket says
‘Somewhere,’ I haven’t
found one person who
can
explain
what
LILLIAN M.
‘Somewhere’
is
or
what
ALEMAN
I’ll
have
to
do
in
order
M A N A G IN G
E D IT d R
to survive it.
Nervously think
ing about ‘Somewhere’
now, it seems as if I’m always kicked out of
comfort for something different. Although,
after five years, it is time to get moving.
There was always that lucky balance I
found in “here.’ Learning not to take 8,9 or 10
a.m. classes came easily, but unfortunately,
discovering that sometimes the hardest pro
fessor is the better one to take came last.
For every pothole my ever-wearing tires
kissed, there was an empty spot at the
metered parking lots near the Student Center
when I was late for a class.
For every person that was angered by
a story I wrote about a matter personally
affecting them, there was the satisfaction in
relaying the truth to the students and staff of
“here.’
For every faculty member that was rude
or disrespectful to a person only wanting to
do their job, there was a Dean equipped with
a genuine smile and a warm hug. I just hope
that when my train reaches its new destina
tion, I’ll be able to find some form of balance.
But, during the short time I have left
before boarding, Fll grab a menthol ciga
rette and revel in the anxious and confusing
aspects of liminality.
That will soon be over, but I know when I
begin to climb the steps that lead to my cold
seat, it will be difficult as each move up leads
me further from comfort. What am I going to
do without all of the people I’ve met here?
How can I walk into an office knowing
that my team isn’t around? Cher, my only
regret is that we didn’t become friends ear
lier.

How, with so much in common, did we
seem to miss knowing each other for so long?
You are my go-getter and I can only hope we
remain good friends for years after I leave
“here.’ To Jay and Jose, our intellectual
conversations confined in a cloud of smoke
during our cigarette breaks will always hold
a place in my heart (and my lungs for that
matter).
To Cafaro, you’ll never know how much
you’ve helped me achieve my goal this year.
Thanks for keeping me grounded, fed and
laughing hysterically.
To Tom, the man with the evil crossword
puzzles! (That’s right everyone, the Greek
Week crossword was his idea.) Thank you for
having confidence in me and making things
become simple when they weren’t.
To Steve: I’m awed by your passion.. .never
lose that. To Disha, your future is limitless.
Go get ‘em girl! To Lisa, you are always going
to rock on, with or without Jim. To Dennis,
Cesarina and Jonathon, even though it was a
short time, your work and help meant more
to me than you can imagine. To Mike M.,
take care of everyone. Remember, I know
where to find you.
To Shauna, Kadijah, Glenn, Koreen, Luis,
Erik and Cameron, you are in good hands
and Til miss you.
Thank you to the friends whose names I
did not know. These were the friends that I
exchanged smiles and “hello’s” to, but nothing
more. Sometimes a smile from a stranger can
make the whole world a happier place.
To everyone who has paved the way for
me, thank you for shedding the fight in an
often-bleak tunnel.
Mom, you are my strength. Thank you for
keeping me in fine and understanding me in
more ways that I can even imagine. I love
you.
Becky, even though you are slightly
younger, I want to be like you when I grow
up.
I have yet to meet someone so strong in
his or her beliefs, while at the same time
being so carefree yet responsible.
It’s time to leave, though I don’t think I
could ever express how great you’ve all made
this ride. Maybe in the future, w ell meet at
Lillian M. Alem an, an English major, Is in her first
year a s M an agin g Editor for The Montclarion.

BUSH
CONTINUED FROM R 1 7

didn’t contain “anything new.” Perhaps. Did
this satisfy his original request?
Apparently. Mr. Bush said that had he
“any inkling whatsoever that the people were
going to fly airplanes into buildings we would
have moved heaven and earth to save the
country.” I sure as sh** would hope so. Should
I tell him I have an inkling about bombs on
buses and ferries?
Am I the only one who realizes that within
14 days of the Sept. 11 attacks, all 19 hijack
ing terrorists and one alleged conspirator
were identified? The intelligence was there
somewhere.
What does he expect of his intelligence
sources? How specific does his information
need to be? Do I believe the 9/11 attacks were
solely his responsibility? No.
He says his people answer to him. Then
question them. When you ask for information
on the likelihood of terrorist attacks in your
country, perhaps it’s worth more than one
and a half pages.
His incapacity for detail was painfully
evident in his embarrassing stumble over
the question of whether he had made any
mistakes through the campaign on terrorwhich included two wars, creating a new
cabinet office and the largest federal agency
since World War II, imprisoning under legal

ambiguity thousands of foreigners denied
contact with their families, and many more
thousands detained within our country, and
freezing millions of dollars in assets under
suspicion of terrorist financing.
Bush could not utter a one. Not one exam
ple he could draw upon to show his knowl
edge and command of these operations? “It
will come to me”? “I’m under pressure”? Tell
me more.
My history professor believes “the first
casualty of war is the truth.” How sad it is
when humanity’s most affirming quality is
sacrificed for humanity’s least.
President Bush is right that the United
States is in a unique and historic position to
do immense good, and we should see it as a
responsibility. If you’re keeping count, this
was the third reason for our invasion.
We have the power to make world peace.
But this is not the person I would trust with
such mighty philanthropic capital.
I don’t think I could tell him that in a onepage brief, but Tm pretty sure it will fit onto
an election ballot.
It’s about time Mr. Bush feels the pres
sure.
John DeAngelis, a ju stice stu d ie s major, is in h is
first ye a r a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.

It’s that time of year again. Time to reg
ister for classes only to find there’s a hold on
your account.
Parking Services
collected well over a
million dollars worth
of parking tickets last
year. Our tuition was
raised to afford a new
parking deck, so that
even if you don’t park
there you’re still paying
M ELISSA
for it.
MERGOTT
CO LU M N IST
We already pay a flat
rate just to park, for
spots that are never
there when we need them. And on top of it
all, the meters don’t even give you change,
they give you a voucher - which almost no
one takes the time to redeem.
So where does all the money go? I’m sure
it pays the salary of an ever-growing flock of
employees, who circle the meters like hawks
over a dying body. If you are even a few min
utes late, it will cost you twenty dollars.
And if your’hanging falls (as they so often
do), they ticket you for unauthorized parking,
even if it is still visible. But worst of all, there
are m ysteiy tickets; the tickets that you have
never seen, but show up on your record. You

have no choice but to pay them.
Maybe some of the money went to pay
for the ticket machines in the deck. The
machines that never, ever work properly.
The machines that they did not buy enough
of to support the number of students who use
them.
Maybe the money pays to keep someone
standing at the exit feeding tickets to the
machine. I guess it is for those of us who can
not understand arrows, written directions,
and recorded instructions.
One place the money did not go, was
towards having enough room to maneuver
your car through the deck safely. Spots are
so tight, and visibility is so poor that it is an
accident waiting to happen.
Another place it didn’t go was security.
Hundreds of cars have been vandalized, hit or
stolen and there is nothing you can do about
it.
Parking at Montclair is beginning to cost
us more than its worth. Maybe the parking
patrol should spend more time monitoring
efficiency and safety of the parking lots,
instead of conning money out of poor, strug-

M e lissa Mergott, an English major, is in her first
year a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.

PALESTINE
CONTINUED FROM R 1 8

Israel were made, on one level, as an emotion
al response to the horrors of the Holocaust.
Under more normal circumstances, the
compelling claims to sovereignty of the Arab
majority would have prevailed. This reaction
of guilt on the part of the Western allies was
understandable, but that doesn’t mean the
Palestinians should have to pay for crimes
committed by others - a classic example of
two wrongs not making a right”, Jews for
Justice in the Middle East.
An article by RefiefWeb, a project of the
United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), published on
Dec. 31,2003 states:
“The number of Palestinians around the
world reached 8.7 million in 2003.

Of the 3.7 million inhabitants of the
Palestinian territories, 2.3 million five in the
West Bank and 1.4 million in Gaza.
Around 2.8 million five in Jordan, 436,000
in Syria, 415,000 in Lebanon and 62,000 in
Egypt. Some 595,000 five in other Arab coun
tries.
The largest western-based chunk of the
Diaspora is now in the United States, home
to some 236,000 Palestinians.
Some 4.6 million Palestinians and Arab
Israelis lived in the occupied territories and
Israel by the end of 2002 against 5.1 million
Jews.”
Hakim Abdi, a biology major, is in h is first year
a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.

Farewell, MSU
Plato, that wisest of all philosophers once
said, “change is inherent in all things.” He
certainly was correct.
All things do change,
and all things come to
an end, even if we really
do not want them to.
But of all the great
things that have hap
pened to me in my col
lege career, one of the
MICHAEL
most important is the
VALENZANO
chance to write for The
C O LU M N IST
Montclarion. If I could,
I would continue to
write for the paper and
continue to share my thoughts with all of you.
I have come to love Montclair, its students,
the faculty, coaching staff but most impor
tantly the amazing people who work so hard
at publishing the paper.
Though I cannot mention all of you by
name, please know that your dedication and
persistence and talent make me extremely
grateful for the experience I have had here at
Montclair.
I am certain that all of you will continue
to grow and use what we have experienced
together to help others appreciate the writ
ten word and, in so doing, enrich ourselves

and those around us. In short, make a differ
ence...
I would like to thank all of my supporters
who emailed me and wrote to me. Were it not
for you I may have given up on writing a long
time ago.
I would also like to thank those that have
criticized my work and me. To be sure, all of
your emails and letters were read, (even those
that were not printed in The Montclarion)
and helped me to focus and become a better
person, producing better work.
Jay: You are a magnificent editor, and an
even better person. Thank you for your time,
patience and energy. I doubt that I will ever
be led by a finer individual. I wish you all
the best in the future. I am honored to have
worked under you.
I will never forget the experiences I have
had with you all, and hope that in the future
we all remember what our hard teamwork
and dedication produced.
It is very hard to have to leave, but in the
end I am happy, for I am lucky to have been a
part of something that makes saying goodbye
so very hard. This is Michael Valenzano, staff
writer for The Montclarion, signing off...fare
well...
M ichael Valenzano a history major, is in h is se c
ond ye a r a s a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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•ADVERTISEMENT«

Students:EarnEidraM
oney
while raising critical funds lor MSDII!
Andy MOWto bn a caller at PHOnumHMIll

Monday-Thursday nights from 6-9 p.m.
Job runs from Sept. 13-May 5,2005.
(Holidays and breaks excluded.)

Computer Literacy
Dependability
Enthusiasm
Good phone personality
Multi-Ungual a PLUS
None required, we’ll train you!
Group Interviews on September 7th,
8th and 9th in Conference Room 304A,
College Hall at 3 p.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Please make appointment.

$6.25/hour

Students paid
(Experienced callers can earn more.)

During phonathon, students call MSU
ALumni and parents, whose donations
provide funding for scholarships, technology,
upgrades and programming.

Contact

(Ulysses Dicker, Jr.at 978-655-7472.
Jobs are limited. APPLY NOW!

Stop by the Annual Fund Office at 311 College Hall or Career Development for applications. (Deadline-Sept 10,2004)
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Volunteer your time to a good cause. Your
big heart can reach many and bring joy to
■ill Tlunk ol new creative wa>i to do old
boring rhiiifis- You're ju-i the energy boo-i
that people need to get bark into the groove
'Lucky Numbers 45 Oh .1J
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w ill he f?en harder and tomorrow’s , even
worse. Your
overcome all these obstacles, and inspires
you to continue ax well as inspiring others
•“Lucky Numbers: 0 5 - 3 6 - 2 1 ___________
O F CO U 9SE </OtJ

M C a n c e r . >€
CJune 21 - July 21)
Double hold you back Irom trvmg new
things out you need relax and Jet go. Stop
uoing these doubts as excuses to keep from
parddpatingin meaningful activities. Don’t
wait around for someone so that you can
check things oat. Try checking them out tm
lou r own.
, ;V,
“Lucky N um bers-14 - 2 3 - 4 2 <

HI

D IT H E R E D T W Ï T S i , » . « ,
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«C Le o

■ ('July 22 - August 21} ■
IB
Sometuucs you don’t realize you're hurtuig
others with your words. You may so t tftmk
it’s that serious but other people do because
they’re sensitive. Think about what you say
before you r>ay it It could make a big differ
ence. *Lucky Numbers: 33 - 27 - 02

âê Virgo a
1August 22 -Septem berl ij
Your partner feels a- though your not Mik
ing them «.erjoufly anymore Straigliten
up vour act before they walk out on you.
th ey ’re sensitive, so play nice. Most people
would have left bin they’ve chosen to «tick
around, -o make it worth their while
' Lucky Numbers; 01 - 47 - 24

Libra sfc
^ ^ ^ ^ iS e p te m b e r 22 - October
Tmic to celebrate, you’re almost home free
There's a grand party m jour future, along
with lOine x-raroil moments Be pat ioni
vour time to shine i> near.
“Lucky Numbers: 28 - 13 - 07

<=€' S c o r p io «S
■October 23 - November 21 ■
Things are beginning to look a little hngh
for you now With all of that pressure off
vour shoulders you feel as light as a Feath
Take it easy and don’t make any attemp
to get into anything that might take up
mudi of your time
'Lucky Numbers 11 - 29 - IS________

"<3oi yer nose,"

DITHERED TWTTS
n m

November 22 - Df comber 20 ■
M illenni wealth is not as important as yo
think ¡sometimes \ou concentrate n n B
-r. much that you forget vou’re negatively
affecting everything el-.e Suon you
come to realise w liât» really important,
at a high prue.
“Lucky Numbers; 04 - Ì 6 - 43
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And the Bad Ad award goes to.
P earsons Proctology Clinid.
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Solutions

(January 26 - February 17)
A flame from the past has worked their way
onto yniu -cent Dont be so quick to turn
them away, they actually have some deep
things to i>ay ro you. You’d be surprised how
much they ve changed
“Lucky Numbers: 4 9 - 1 7 - 0 5
(February 18 - March 19)
People appreciate how you always trv to
look them out and give them the hook up:
but no ils th-'ir turn to honk you u[i. Don't
act all shy now, let them take a crack at it.
'i.uckv Number'- 1!) 01 - 27

A r ie s pI

“Oh; that’s M orty... We caught him cheatin’
on the scores, so we blackballed him.”

H

m■
■

■

^ C a p r ic o r n ^

(March 2(1 - April 19
Attempting (0 pick up extra a.-sigiitiiento
isn't exactly the he*l idea You already have
enough on veu plate and have rn> room 6 -r
seconds Stop trying to prove something
when vouve already done it
’'Lucky Numbers; 20 - 34 - 03

Crossword
1
6
10
14
15
16
17

fi) S a g it t a r iu s m

BBI (December21 -January 1ST H B
Running from your problems won't get you
vw y far L11 fuel it will only create more
problems Don't, try to look for a quick fix,
confront the problem* head on, remember
hi-Jp jS always around the corner
*Lurkv Numbers 2 7 - 1 1 - 2 9

“You gotta pull back on the senseless
playground bullying, Joe. It’s starting to
feel like another Vietnam.’’
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Child Care fim te d
Babysitter needed tw o or three w eek
days now and through summer for
adorable 2-year-old baby girl toddler.
Mornings or Afternoons. Recent baby
sitting experience w ith young children
preferred. Call 973-256-0882.
Babysitter needed in dow ntown
M ontclair fo r a very appealing 3.5 year
old boy and his adorable 9 month old
sister. Part tim e, immediate start. R efs
required. Call (973)746-4876.
Part Time Babysitter W anted fo r 2 boys
(4 and 9) 2-3 hours per w eek. Hours
flexible. Must own a car. Call (973)7467470.
Baby sitter wanted fo r 3 great kids,
ages 4, 9 and 11 in Montclair. Requires

tïTlie jfïlontclanon •
driving, helping w ith hom ework and
playing outside. 12:30 -8 Mondays,
Tuesdays and Fridays beginning June
1. Hours may vary during summer
camp (973)509-9347.
Babysitter w anted. M ontclair fam ily
looking fo r experienced sitter, w eek
day afternoons 3-5 pm. tw o childern,
3 1/2 and 1 1/2 call (973)233-9203.
Babysitter needed fo r 6 year old boy.
Part tim e hours. Can be flexible, refer
ences required. Call Launn (973)4299347.
W ork at home mom needs babysitter
fo r one year old girl. May thru early
July. Ideally three 8 hour days per
w eek, flexible. Call Am y (973)239-8349
before 8 pm.
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We need a great Babysitter- 5 hours
per day fo r the summer, help our fu n 
ny, creative kids meet th eir goals: to
w rite, sing, craft, and go to the pool.
Must be n/s upbeat, creative, computer
capable.
Perfect job fo r student. Full-time
summer/flexible, part tim e during
the school year. Caring fo r well-be
haved school aged kids. Must be
fun, energetic, love kids, non-smok
er. Drivers license and references.
Call Kate (973)259-9990 or email
kpotters@ glemmontgroup.com.

Help Wanted

Rent
Little Falls bedrm fo r n/s male share
large hse, near MSU, transp, w/d,
pkg, yard. $540/mo + util + 1 mo.sec
(973)785-0781.
2br Apts to share $550/ per room, util,
incl. 5 min w alk to MSU (973)509-1948

M iscellaneous
Julie Maltese, Independent
Beauty Consultant, w w w .
MaryKay.com/juliemaltese, E-mail:
juliemaltese@ marykay.com.

www.realsum m erjobs.com . Make new
friends. Make MONEY. Make a d iffer
ence. Get a real job this summer.

* Positions Available imme4i3tdy *
*
for Ma4 Scientists.
*
*

*

*

Science o f North Central New Jersey *
4. currently looking for students to work *
*1 -4 hours a week teaching scieoce classes *
* to kids. Excellent pay-including training!! Î

ifc
*
*
*
^

ik

*
*
*

.
'

P o You:
* Love Working with children/
*Have full-time access to a car/
* Have an outgoing personality/

'

*
*
*
Î
m

if you answered yes to these questions, *
give US a a ll at (973) 244-1880
★
and set up an interview.
Î

A c a r o e e id e n r le ft K enny D e n to n p o r o iy je d tseio w th e w a fe r A fte r m tessse th e ropy, ta s te r S e a ls h e lp e d
« ¡¡.m o w o f H o p e in to a
n e w ca reer. O n e in five A m e ric a n ! h a s a «feability, a n d t a s te r S e a ls is tlrer
h e lp , h o p e a n d h v m a n tty 1b ie a rn m o r e , c a # t a s t e r S e a ls o r visit w w w .e a s < e r- s e a is .a re

&
^
+*+********■*■******+***

I am seeking a fem ale Special Education student
(at least in your sophomore year/graduate student
a plus) to live in my home and assistance with
homework, driving to and from extra curricular
activities, etc., in exchange for room and board,
cell phone, use o f car, up to $5000.00 annual
tuition payment and a salary. To qualify you must
have experience caring for children with special
needs, and a major or minor in Special Education.
Qualified candidates should e-m ail their resume
and a brief letter o f introduction to:
gbcplus245 @ aol.com.
Position available almost immediatly.

MARKETING POSITIONS
Earn $ 15 - 20 Per Hour
• Flexible schedules!
• Work with friends!
• All you need is personality!
• Positions filling rapidly!

Call Greg NOW!!!
973-275-1188

C x x K ttitig t

North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED, $7000.00.

For more information on our egg donor program call
(9 7 3 ) 4 7 0 -0 3 0 3

and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON. NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704303

FA X ~ 973-916-0488
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The Sports Guy
What More Can He Say? Farewell to the Sportlings
The game just hasn’t been the same since
The Sports Guy stepped in. He’s shown the
sportlings the rise of the Sentowski Empire
in men’s Soccer. The Sports Guy has told
you of triumphs of Sarah “The Tiny Terror”
Levine, and the Field Hockey team. He’s
shown you the numbers, told you the stories,
painted the pictures, and now it’s time for his
goodbye sermon.
Somewhere in the world, there’s a team
playing their hearts out. Most likely, they are
playing against another team, also playing
their hearts out. The Sports Guy says, that’s
what sports are. It’s not about the money,
‘it’s not about fame, and The Sports Guy
knows that it’s certainly not about num
bers. Sports are about sweat,
tears, winners and losers.
The Sports Guy says
that in the world
of athletics, one
man’s tears are
another man’s
glee.
The Sports
Guy only means to
tell the sportlings of the
Red Hawk athletics who the
winners and the losers are.
To tell the sportlings that
the women’s Lacrosse
team is on the rise
for the next few
years.
Consider that
they’ve already
a dv a nc e d
into the KLC
C h a m p io n sh ip
game. Then take
into account that
this is a team
that was
below
.500 a.
y e a r
a g o .

Add in
the fact that their leading goal scorers are
all freshmen, and they’ve had the tutelage
of one of the best passers in NCAA Women’s
Lacrosse history, Cathy Homiek. The Sports
Guy says these girls have more stars than
the Milky Way.
Combine their super offense with their
white on rice defense and The Sports Guy
says that the women’s Lacrosse team may
go deep into NCAA playoffs, very deep.
The Sports Guy says unto you sportlings
that these girls have the third best scoring
defense in the country, and the eighth best
scoring margin of almost nine goals per con
test. These girls aren’t just beating teams,
they’re sending them home crying.
Although The Sports Guy w ill not be able
to bring you news of the fate of the Softball
team who w ill play in the NJAC tournament
later today. The Sports Guy feels good things
about these girls, and says they’ve got the
tools to go very far. Crystal Sweeney is put
ting together, yet again, another masterful
season. Her ERA is 0.62, with 15 wins and
.110 strikeouts in 128.2 innings pitched. The
pitching staff has a collective ERA of under
1.00.

The Sports Guy is confident that they
will coast through the tournament and onto
the NCAA Playoffs. The Red Hawks have
dominated their opponents in almost every
category this season, and make a tough
match up for any team in the nation.
In the end you knew it had to come to this
for the men’s Lacrosse team. After a great
season in which they’ve gone 12-2, the Red

Hawks are faced with the daunting task
of defeating Stevens Tech, on their home
turf. Montclair State has never defeated the
Ducks, and suffered a devastating loss to
them earlier in the season. No one else has
ever won the KLC but the Ducks. The Sports
Guy can only hope that this year w ill be dif
ferent,
but he’s not so sure.
The Sports Guy
never meant to make
anyone cry when he
called
Coach
McLaughlin
out. He mere
ly stated the
facts,
and
maybe instead
of pointing fin
gers at The
Sports
Guy,
they

should

SPORTS TRIVIA
Q U E S T IO
Name the last player to lead th e league in points per game, and assists per garnet

p o i n t

them at
the mirror.
The Sports
Guy doesn’t
make the
num bers,
they make
themselves,
and he just
d e liv e r s
them to the
sportlings.

ANSWER TO THIS W EEK’S QUESTION

_______________________ LAST W EEK S QUESTION_________________
Who are the only teams to win at least at least three consecutive
Cham pionship?
The Minneapolis Lakers, Boston Celtics, Chicago Bulls, and Los Angeles Lakers.

T h e

Sports Guy
takes his
hat off to
the
Red

Armed and Dangerous

H a w k

w o mV
e n;-’.s
soccer
a n d
basket
ball teams. Although they did not win any
tournaments, they both had very successful
years, and really shouldn’t lose anything in
the off-season. Count on both of these teams
coming back better and stronger next sea
son.
The Sports Guy wants to send his con
gratulations to Delta Chi, and Sigma Delta
Phi on their Greek Week championships. It
was tight all the way, and remained extreme
ly competitive. This brings The Sports Guy
to his final Bonehead of the Week, which has
to go to Theta Xi’s tug of war team. They
were losing so they threw a match to give
another team a chance to win. The Sports
Guy says that doesn’t sound like competition,
it sounds like poor sportsmanship. With
that lack of competitive spirit, The Sports
Guy isn’t too surprised that Theta Xi has
yet to win a Greek Week trophy of their own,
they’re too busy helping everyone else.
When it’s all said and done The Sports
Guy w ill be forever vilified. Although he’s
praised athletes like deities, people w ill say
that. The Sports Guy has pissed on more
athletes than back alleys. Either way, it is
what it is, and The Sports Guy w ill not stop,
and he w ill never tire. If you don’t like The
Sports Guy, then too bad, so sad, The Sports
Guy doesn’t care. To all the athletes, The
Sports Guy says to treat your first game like
your last, and your last game like your first.
Stay hungry. Till next time, this is The
Sports Guy.

Steve MlllerlThe Montclarion

Freshman, Shawn Ellerson pitched three scoreless innings against John
Hopkins on Tuesday. He was also named the NJAC Rookie Pitcher of the Week.
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SPORTS

The Ultimate MSU Top Ten
Best of the Best, and Worst of the Worst of 2003 - 2004
Jose Ortiz
Sp o rts Editor

Five B e st of ‘03-’0 4

who scored goals like it was a new fashion
trend, and Iliyas Tasci, who became a late
season hero with goals. The soccer team that
may have had one of the nation’s top defenses
did have one All-American in Mike Hogan.

4. Wrestling:

Who could deny these girls? The fall of
2003 marked the most successful field hock
ey season in MSU history. They were 15-5,
and NJAC champions. If that wasn’t enough,
they went all the way to the second round of
the NCAA Division III playoffs, where they
just barely lost. Coach Beth Gottung was
named Regional Coach of the year in just
her second season. To top it off, Megan “The
Fastest Woman on Turf” Ulicny became
MSU’s first ever member of the All-American
First Team. Jen Carbonaro was added to the
All-American third team.

In Steve Strellner’s last season as head
coach of the Red Hawk wrestling team, the
Red Hawks put up an 11-7 record, and had
two All-American players. Eduard “The
Russian Destruction” Aliakseyenka went 181 on the year, and Dennis Gaul led the team
with a 28-3 record.

One season removed from a 5-5 record,
the Red Hawk football team rebounded with
a 9-1 regular season record, and an NCAA
playoff berth. One of the stingiest defenses
in the conference sent Senior Ray Meyer to
the All-American third team. Although the
Red Hawks were embarrassed at home by
the Bombers, 33-13, to end their hopes of a
national championship, it can’t be denied
that they had a successful season. John
“Light Switch” Digirolamo was nam ed.the
NJAC offensive player of the year.

5. Women’s Basketball:
They may have not had any All-Americans ,
or any championships this season. But no
team had more adversity to overcome than
the ladies of the MSU basketball team. After
the loss of Coach Jamie Hoffman, the Red
Hawks lost their starting point guard, and
team leader in assists and steals in Vanessa
“T-Cup” Defreitas. Instead of folding the tent
and going home, these girls put together a 217 record, and appearances in both the NJAC,

They may have had a winning record over
all, but this was not a successful season for
Coach Fiore and the men’s basketball team
The Red Hawk volleyball team posted by a long shot. They lost their star player
the worst record of any athletic team in both in Duquan Everett early in the season, and
semesters. At 9-26, they were sixth place in really never found a go to guy afterwards.
the NJAC, and lost in the first round of the One season after making it all the way to
conference tournament. They were third in the sweet-16 in the NCAA tournament, the
the conference in errors, and near the bottom Red Hawks failed to make the NJAC tourna
of every other statistical category. The Red ment, or the ECAC’s.
Hawk’s longest winning streak of the year
was two games, their longest losing streak
was seven.

2.

Women’s Tennis:

This was a rebuilding year for the lady
racket swingers. They put up a 4-6 overall
record, and showed promise for next sea
son. Ashley Tomesko earned an 11-2 singles
record, and was the only player on the team
with a winning record in 2003.

3. Coach Brian McLaughlin:
As head coach of the men’s and women’s
swimming team, and the women’s tennis
team he was a combined 18-22. As the swim
ming coach since 1989, he has only enjoyed
eight winning seasons combined for both
men and women. His career winning per
centage is well below .500. As tennis coach
he has enjoyed much more success with over
100 wins, and fewer than 60 losses, but only
one championship that he shared in 1996.

3. Men’s Soccer:
The reign of Coach Brian Sentowski has
begun. The men’s soccer team posted their
best record in over 10 years, and won their
first ECAC Championship since 1993, their
third overall. The 2003 season saw the birth
of future scoring stars. Sophomore Sean
“Mr. Everything” Horan, who led the team in
assists, Ryan “The Kid” Morgan, a freshman

5. Men’s Basketball:
1. Volleyball:

1. Field Hockey:

2. FootbalL

Five Worst of ‘03-’04

4. MSU Construction:
Coach Jamie Hoffman was in the middle of
her third seasonwhen she resigned.

This could have been all five of the worst
of the worst. All this money on new build
ings, and we can’t even get shuttles that run
on -tim e, and we still have to pay for park
ing. Go figure.

Pic of The Year
Most Valuable Player
Cathy Homiek has been
getting more helpers
than hamburgers. She
is leading the nation in
a ssists, set the NCAA
all divisions record for
a ssists, and has led her
team to their best record
in team history.

Steve MillerlThe Montclarion

The men's basketball team went 4-8 in the
NJAC conference this season and 13-10
overall. Junior Red Hawk forward Gion Paul
Gonzalez (left) did receive an honorable
mention on the All-NJAC team.

Least Valuable Player
Freshman John Vogel
will have his time to
shine soon, but this
season wasn’t the
one. Vogel put up a
6-1 record with three
pins in the 184 pound
division. Unfortunately
Vogel didn’t get many
more opportunities
because of Gaul’s suc
cess.

Least Improved Player
Most Improved Player
Mike Hogan, was named
to the All-American
defensive team for his
efforts on the defensive
side of the ball in just
his second year with the
team. Hogan scored
seven points this season
and helped lead the Red
Hawks to an ECAC title.

Breakout Season
Eugene Vick rushed for
over 1200 yards this
season, and scored six
touchdowns. Vick’s
total was the fourth
highest in school his
tory. His 116 yards per
game were a big reason
for the Red Hawk’s suc
cess this season.

Steve MillerlThe Montclarion

Just another day at the office for junior Red Hawk star running back Eugene "The Quick”
Vick. He ran 1,270 yards last season which was the same amount as both starting running
backs combined in the season prior.

Setting Records
Sarah “The Tiny Terror”
Levine was nothing
short of spectacular
with a field hockey
stick. She set a career
record this season for
points scored with 88,
and led her team to the
second round of the
NCAA playoffs.

Rookie of The Year
Stephanie “ Machine”
Machin took Panzer
Gym and the rest of
the NJAC by storm
this season. Named
to the All-Atlantic
Region’s first team,
Machin averaged 14.3
ppg, and grabbed 10
boards a game.

John “ Light Switch”
DiGirolamo threw for
600 fewer yards in
his second season as
MSU’s starting QB. His
completion percent
age dropped almost 10
points, and he threw
eight more picks. The
only stat he improved
this season were his TD
passes with 21.

Coach of the Year
Beth Gottung, the
woman with a golden
sm ile. She not only
coached the women’s
field hockey team to
their best season in his
tory, she turned right
and did it again with the
women’s lacrosse team.
The team is currently in
the KLC tournament.
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Senior Fitness Day

P layer o f the W eek

Senior
Hometown :TOmsRtver, NJ
Cathy, the nation's assist leader, scored five goals in
victory in round one of the KLC tournament.

Honorable Mentions
Dominique WllsonIThe Montclarion

Senior citizens gathered at Panzer gym for Senior Fitness Day to participate in numerous
athletic events. Horseshoes were among the events on Wednesday May 21.

—

ALAN ANNAZONE
freshman
Hometown: fairlaw n, NJ
Alan was named the KLC's rookie
ÉF the week.

Standings Through 04/29/04

baseball
NJAC

Rowan
W illiam Paterson
M SU

Kean
Ramapo
TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Richard Stockton
NJCU

■
Overall

Overall

15-3
13-5

30-4
28-8

19-10-0

M SU

12-6

28-8

20-12-1
18-12-0
18-12-0
16-18-1
16-18-0
14-18-1
13-17-0

Rutgers-Camden
W illiam Paterson
TCNJ
Richard Stockton
Kean
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU

12-6
11-7
10-8
9-9
6-12
2-16
0-18

29-8
26-8
22-13
18-15
14-22
17-22
11-24

30-5-0
22-9-0

9-4

8-6
7-6
6-8
6-8
6-8
3-12
2-12

3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
12 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
4/23 — MSU 8, Kean 3
4/24 — MSU 4, Rowan 3
4/24— MSU 5, Rowan 6
4/27 — MSU 4, John Hopkins 3

M en's Lacro si

This W eek
Thursday @ Rowan
Saturday vs. Rensselaer
Friday @ NCAA Regionals

3:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
TBA

Last W eek's Results
4/22 —MSU 4, Hunter 3
4/22 — MSU 6, Hunter 0
4/24 — MSU 3, Rowan 2
4/24 — MSU 1, Rowan 2

1 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
4/24 — MSU 7, NY Maritime 4
4/28,— MSU 14, Richard Stockton 9

This W eek
Monday @ FDU Florham
Wednesday vs. Kean

ALEX THOMPSON
Sophomore
Hometown: Whippany, NJ

Alex earned a win over John Jay in
relief.

ATHANASIA TOTARO
Sophomore
IfOpietown: Roseland, Ni

Athanasia threw a one-hitter in a
win over Scranton.
m

W om en's L a c ro s s e

This W eek
Saturday @ KLC Championship

NJAC

Ramapo
Rowan

12-3
11-3

This W eek
Thursday vs. William Paterson
Friday vs. Kean
Saturday @ Rutgers-Newark

Softbal l

4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Last W eek's Results
4/22 — MSU 11, Eastern College 7
4/24 — MSU 8, Rowan 16

SHAWN ELLERSON
freshm an
Hometown: Bayonne, NJ

Shawn was named the D-lll rookie
pitcher of the week.

Senior Fitness Day

pg.

27

Question of the Week
PG. 25
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SA M E OF THE WEEK: M EN 'SLA l ROSSE MSU Ï12-2 ) VS. R IC H A f»

Red Hawks Set For NJAC Tournament

Senior Cathy Homiek, the nation’s leading assister, scored one goal and
two assists in the loss to Rowan on Saturday.

Red Hawks Fall at Home

Sarah M a ssIThe Montclarion

The 28-8 MSU softball team has earned a berth to the NJAC tournament as the No. 2 seed. They play their
first game against Rowan, the No. 3 , th is Thursday.

Senior
pitcher Sarah
Rhodes earned
her
10th win
IM S U
8 of the season
Ü
SCRANTON
by scattering
four hits and
senior Megan Wasilik hit her team
leading fifth homerun of the season
to lead The University of Scranton
to a 4-1 victory over Montclair
State University in the first game
of a non-conference doubleheader
at Tripp Park Tuesday afternoon.
In the nightcap, sophomore pitcher
Athanasia Totaro tossed a onehitter and struck out six to lead
Montclair State to an 8-0 victory
in six innings (called due to dark
ness).
3§§§||

Scranton jumped out to a 2- ited Montclair State to just one hit
0 lead in the bottom of the sec after the third inning. She earned
ond inning in the first game, as
the Royals loaded the bases on
a double by senior Jennifer Miller
and singles by Allison Schmidt and
Tracy Granozio. Junior catcher
Rebecca Devlin delivered the big
blow with a double to left field that
drove in two runs. Devlin’s double
was her second of the season. The
Red Hawks cut the lead to 2-1 with
an unearned run in the top of the
third inning. Joelle Fata reached
on an error, advanced to second on
a wild pitch and third on a single to
center field by Diana Auteri, before
scoring on a sacrifice fly to center
field by Kari McDonnell. Rhodes,
who struck out seven batters, lim

her 36th career victory, which is
one shy of tying Sue Moore’s (19811984) University of Scranton alltime record of 37 wins.
In the second game, the Red
Hawks took control early, scoring
two runs with two outs in the top of
the first inning, as junior outfield
er Megan Sweeney drove in two
runs with a double to right field to
score McDonnell, who walked, and
Auteri. MSU (28-8 overall) faces
Rowan University in the first round
of the 2004 NJAO Tournament this
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at Ramapo
College in Mahwah, NJ.
Courtesy of Sports Information

Junior
attack
Liz
McGough
“ “
“ ■ scored
four
tim es, includ
ing twice during a five-goal spurt
in the second half to lead Rowan
University to a 16-8 victory over
Montclair State in NCAA Division
III Women’s Lacrosse action at
Sprague Field on Saturday after
noon.
Maggie Goodman and Katie
Kline each added a hat trick for
the Profs (7-4), who broke open
a 9-6 contest with five scores in
a seven-minute span to put the
game away. Nicole La Rocca and
Shauna Brocklebank each had
two goals for Montclair State (102 ), which suffered its second loss
of the season and first at home in
2004.
Rowan took an 8-5 lead into
halftime and led 9-6 with 23:50
to play after LaRocca pulled the
Red Hawks within three as she
notched her second of the con
test off an assist from Brianna
Gillin. But Rowan responded as
McGough scored 63 seconds later
and added a second off a perfect
pass from Morgan Lang to put the
Profs up 11-6. Goodman made it a
six-goal lead just 18 seconds later
and Kline’s second of the game
made the score 13-6 with 17:47 left.
Rebecca Peterson capped off the
run for Rowan as she tallied her
second of the game with 15:37 to
go.
Lang finished with two goals
and three assists for Rowan, while

V isit w w w .m o n tcla ir.e d u /a th letic5 .sh tm l fo r m ore in fo rm atio n

Peterson had two assists. Keely
O’Brien and Shana Smeriglio
accounted for the other two Profs
goals, with Smeriglio recording her
first of the season with 1:02 to
play.
Cathy Homiek had a goal and
two assists for Montclair State
while Gillin and Ann Daily each
had a goal and one assist.
MSU
goalkeeper
K risten
Kuhmann made a season-high 17
saves for the Red Hawks, who were
outshot, 37-16 in the game. Rowan’s
Katherine Rowland had two stops
in 39 minutes of action before giv
ing way to Desiree Capriotti, who
made one save.
Rowan jumped out to a 5-1 lead
in the first 12 minutes as McGough
scored twice. Montclair State would
get the deficit back to 6-5 as it
scored four of the game’s next five
goals, including three straight.
Brocklebank and Homiek scored
just under a minute apart to make
the score 6-4 and LaRocca tallied
with 8:28 left. Lange restored the
lead to three as she netted a pair
of scores, the final one coming with
1:51 left in the half, as Rowan took
the 8-5 lead into intermission.
The Red Hawks dose out their
2004 regular season on Monday,
April 26 as they meet FDU-Florham
in Madsion at 4:00 p.m. The Red
Hawks w ill then host third-seeded
Kean University in the first round
of th§ Knickerbocker Tournament
on Wednesday, April 28 at 4:00 p.
m.
Courtesy of Sports Information

